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SCOPE AND CONTENTS:

A single crystal of colemaaite, which is ferroelectric at 

■temperatures below about -2.0° C», has been investiiatad by means of 

nuclear mgneeic resonance (n.rn.r.) techniques, over a temperature 

range 52° C. to -136° C.

The splitting oi^ the n.m.r. ssgnna in ccleeanitte ccased

by the aeSebatgli of the nuclear Zeeman levels by the interactions 

between the nuclear electric quadrupole momont and the electric field
ogradients existing at the boron sites at room temiprature and at -40 C.,

has been fully analysed, using the procedure developed by lookoff and

cowo^kkes. The quadrupole coupling coiitiite, the aeymeery para

meers and the orientations of the principal axes of the electric field 

ilidient tensors at nom temp^at^e and -4°° C. are ^ven in Tables
11

XXV - XXII. A selccedd set of B n.m.r. inees has been examined over
o ?othe tempellt^re range 52 C. to -136 C. ThLs investigation suggests 

that the ferroelectric transition is second-order and not the order-

disorder or mirtcisSCic type. The transition temjprature itself has
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been found to depend upon the history of the crystal, but is apparently 

about 2° C. higher than previously reported temjpjratiures of about -2.0° C. 

In addition, a previously unknown phase in colemnite is reported. A 

large tempprature hysteresis loop is associated Wth the transition to
o the new phase; on cooling, the transition takes place at about -80 C, 

whereas on heating, the transition takes place at atoout -35° C. The 

point groups for the three phases have been determined as 2/m., 2 and 1 

going from room temjprature to -80° C., respectively.

The resets of the n.m.r. investigation have been interpreted,

as far as possible at present, in terms of the crystal. structure.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I. 1. The first successful nuclear mLagneic i*E^E^or^£nce (n<^m>r.) 

experiments, using bulk mteeial, were carried out independently near 

the end of 1945 by Fin*cell, Torey and Pound ('46) and by Bloch, Hansen 

and Packard (%). The first group of physieists found the ^.1*. signal 

of protons in paarffin whereas the second group found it in water. The

two groups used mt hods which appeared different at that time but are now 

regarded as equivalent. The theoretical basis of both methods is the 

resonance conddtion:

Here 9o is the frequency at whhch the n.m.r. absorption takes place, 

Ho is the eXternally applied manneic field, u is the nuclear rngineic 

.omen, I is the nuclear spin quantum number and h is Planck's connnant. 

The importance of the discovery lies in the facts that with values of Ho 

easily obtained in the laboratory (of the orders of several kilogauss) 

n.m.r. frequencies occur in the radio-feequency range and that the 

resonance frequencies can be measured with great precision.

The mot direct application of n.m.r. methods is to the masure- 

ment o^ grroimagntic ratios (g-factors) of stable isotopes. OQy relative 

mmasurrimnts can be made so that the absolute value o f at least one 

nuclear g-factor mist be known in order to put all the masrurements on 

an absolute basis. The nuclear maageeic m^imnt o^ a nuclide can be

calculated if its spin, I, is known as weei as its g-factor. Conversely,

1
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the method can be used to manure Ho in absolute nits once a nuclear 

g-faetor is known. Apart foom the extaaoddfriaiy precision wUch it

made possible in the masiutaimnts of some nuclear questnties, the n.m.r. 

technique was found useful in other branches of pl^rylcs. The fine 

structures of n.o.r. spectra, arising from the interactions of nuclei 

with their surroundings, supplied a rowans of studying some aspects of 

nuclear environment. For example, the shift of the resonant frequencies 

due to the local variations of the mLgmetic field at nuclear sites, 

occupied by the seme isotope, gave the chemist a means of studying 

cheMlcd reaction rates and of solving some problems in stereiche^dstfy. 

Aso, the interaction of a nuclear electric quadruple moment with an 

inhomogeneous electric field set up by its environmeit, supplied the 

solid state physicist with a tool to study electrical properties, phase 

transitions, and crystal symmery in solids. It is this latter inter

action with Which we shall}, concern ourselves in this thesis. nn other

words, nuclei, already present in their normal sites in a crystal, wiin 

be used as probes to explore the p^ppeties of the crystaL.

I. 2. Wat follows is a brief review of the origin and of some previous 

studies of n.m.r. spectra in crystals. The Hamiltonian of a single 

nucleus, whose spin quantum number is I and maanetic mimnt is p ,
—■?

placed in a uniform imanetic field, Ho, is:

The nucleus in these circumstances possesses 21+1 equidistant Zeeman 

energy levels. A aadiaionn fiedd of reqquency,

and with the correct pnlarisation p^ppeties, wil induce irtnsitions
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between the adjacent energy levels. In a sample containing many identiol

nuclei wWhch interact only with the uniform rnggetic field Ho, the energy 

levels W1H be the same for all the nuclei. If the nuclear spins are 

in thermal equilibrium Wth their surroundings, the lower energy states 

will have a larger papulation, so that the induced transitions between 

adjacent energy levels will give a net absorption of energy. If in addi

tion, the nucleus has a non-zero electric quadrupole moment, referred to
A*

from now on as Q, it will interact with a non-vaaishing electric field 

gradient, referred to from now on as VE. At the site of any nucleus, 

VE is characteeistic of the crystal structure. The Haindtonian of 

a nucleus in these cir^c^t^s^'tRnces is:

*
The last term in this expression represents the interaction of Q Uth

VE. The result of this additional interaction is that the 21 * 1 nuclea 

Zeeman levels are shifted in energy so that they no longer are eqiddiitaait 

This msans that the 21 transitions between adjacent levels no longer 

involve the same energy, but give rise to a spectrum o^ 21 distinct 

n.m^r. lines. If the quadrupole effect, Q. VE, is smUl when compeared

with the mignetic term,,* .Ho, this Haan.tsnean can be solved by the 

perturbation method. The expression for the energy eigenvalues are

then given by Eq. (8) of Chapter II. For most practical purposes only 

the first three terms are retained because the series converges rapidly. 

The second and the third terns of Eq. (8) are called in this thesis the 

first and the second order nuclear quadrupole terms, respectively. If

the quadrupole effect is sufficiently small it is accurately described 

by the first order nuclear quadrupole term alone.
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The first theoretical and experimental investigation of the 

qua&rupile effect in crystalline mater was carried out by Pound (5o). 

He investigatad the o.m.r. sjo»ctrm of Na" 1 in NaNOj and of A*7  in 

(corunduia). Tire Na*̂  npjr. spectrwn was coipleteyy ciescriieed by

the first order nuclear quadrupole term, whhreas in the case of the AL*7  

n.mr. spectrim it was necessary to include thr second order nuclear 

quadrupole term. Poirnd’s work is actuaLly a spaciaL case of thr genera 

theory. The lack of gennraiaty arises from the fact that aLL Na and 

AL nuclei occupy crystaLlograelLically identical sites in thr unit cell of 

their respective, axiaLly symetric crystals. Volkoff aid coworkers

extended both theory and experimental procedure to the coiuppptely general

case of several non-eqrdlvalent nuclear sites per unit cell in nQn-miaHy 

symmtric crystals. They studied the n.m.r. spectra of Li? (Volkoff, '51)

and Al^? (Petch,'53, Mid Volkoff , '53) in spddmMine and of lH in kernite 

(Waaarrm,'55). The first paper Ms hhe series describes hhe sUddy of tee
7 7n.m.r. spectrim of Li in spodumne. The case of Li' in spodumene is 

simiar to the case o) Na23 in NaNl^ since Hl lithiim nuclei occupy
7crystallographlcd.ly identical sites and the Li n.m.r. spectrum displays

7sma.1 nuclear quadruple effect, iut thr case of Li in spodumene is more 

general because spodumene is honrfnd.flly symmtric. The next two papers
97of the series describe the n.m.r. spectrum of AL" ’ in spodumene. Tire

analysis of the spectrum is carried out using only the second order nuclear 

quadrupole tern. In other respects the A ) n.mir. spectnm is siHla 

to teat of Li7 ihcaush it originates from cr^tmograeliicmy identical 

AL27 sites in the wait cell of spodumme. A prfectly general n.m.r.

spectrim is described in the last paper of this series, i.e., the nLmrL
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spctnM of BB1 in kern-te. This gennraaity Lies A the f^wt ttet b°ron

nuclei occuey severaL non-equivaLent sites in the mit cell of kernite.

I. 3. IB was metloned before that the nuclnaa quaadrijxLe effect can be 

used to study electrical propertins, ehase transitions, crystal symtxy, 

etc. in solids. The intairprntation of certain features of n.r.r. sesecra

in terms of crystal symmtry is a straightforward matter. The eigen-
Avalues of the eroduct Q.VE and the orientations of its principad axes 

with anspnct to a system of coordinate axes fixed in a crysta! come out 

of the rxahematical analysis of the seectra. Howeeer, the compeete

intiapreiatitn of n.m.r. resuLts in terms of microscopic crystaLLine 

electric fieLds is difficult because of the following: the evaluation 

of the tensor vE from the expert me ninUy masoned eroduct Q.VE is difficult 

because o^ the uuncerainty of the values of Q quoted in the literature.* 

Anther difficulty arises from the Lack o^ a complete theory for the wave 

functions involved in cham.cal bonding in crystal. And yet another 

serious diffic^Lty arises from the following: only a eart of the total

*Q denotes the nuclear electric quadrupole tensor. Q stands for the cus- 
tomrily defined nuclear electric quadruple momt, i.e., the Largest 
component f Q measured in the direction of the sein axis o^ the nucleus.

• Ar
nuclear quadrupoln effect, Q.XE, arises from the gradient of the nlncerc- 

static fieLd denoted by B £ proved by jL.1 other atoms n hhe crystal,

structure. The balance is eroduxed by the electric fieLd gradient set 

ue by the distortion of the atom in which the nucleus is situated. This 

distortion originates from the nuclear quadrupolar electric fieLd and 

from the electric fieLd, £ , metloned above, and adds, in effect, a
/X

contribution YJg to the total field gradient, 'Q E. The coefficient
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/ , rallei t^he "uittehte^Lding f'^ter,*  plays a very ^pot^t part 

in the theory of electric field gradients in crystals becnuse of its 

l^erge ppgnltudr in some at^oms (fo_ hxassSe, for B * * ion is

-O«145 (Daa,'56) but for Cs*  ten it is + 143.5 (Sttafaehienr5e). 

The accuracy with which / is cnLc^Ualhd is low becnuse it is based on 

a series of ahpffxistirns.

The n.mir. mthod lends itself well to the study of relative 

changes occurring W.thin the crystal frMeework at phase trtisitirns. 

This is because the product Q.1E depends critically upon lhe crystal 

structure. The vnLldily of this was amply demostraled by Cotts and 

Kight (*54).  They studied the e.m.r. spectra of Nb * * ie KNO3 as n 

function of tespeeature. KNbOj had been know to exist in four different 

phases ie the lhsppeaturh range 410° C. to -196° C. Three of these phases 

had been known to be ferroelectric, and the transition temperatures had 

been aon^ately established. The changes ie lhe configurations of the 

e.m.r. spectra stained when lhe crystal temperature was varied from 400° C. 

to -196° C. confirmea tee existence of tee four phases. The fem^ral^es

at which these changes occurred cori'efpelded to the Iraislicon tes]Phatures. 

The ebruptneaa with which each change occurred sueplted. information about 

the order of the respective transitim. The three phase trnlsnanons in 

this temperature range were of first order becnae the chage ie the 

configuration of the spectrum occurred abruptly at the three transition 

tempaefLtuufs. Coots and Klght haoeamthafd great experiments diffi- 

ciuties. The single crystals of KNbOp which they used, frequently

twinned aad shattered wthle their temperatures were varied. Conaidering 

that the crystals were difficult to replace aad that the proper orientation
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of the single crystal Wth respect to the minntic field calls for a time 

01x^1^111 procedure, the experiment was unduly protracted. Hoiwvvr,

these experimental difficulties are by no means typical, as this thesis 

demonstrrtes.

Before formdating the problem for this thesis we shall first 

discuss the phenomenon of ferro^]^(^(^ti^:Lcity.

I. 4 • Megww 157 ) dffless a etraostesCric cryaSal as "a crystal psstessitg 

reversible spsnettesus polarisation as shown by a dielectric hysteresis 

loop." Other properties of fersotlsctrCc crystals are as ooioowsi

1. They possess a dielectric hysteresis loop, indicating reversible 

sptntanets8 polar isstton.

2. They show disappearance of hysteresis at a certain ttiopearu^e, the 

Cumie point.

3. They have a doiman structure, which may be visible in pHarised 

light.

4. They have a high dielectric constant, rising to a peak at the Curie 

poihit.

5. The falUg-off of their d-electric constant tbnvr the Curie point 

follow a Carie-Weiss law.

6. They possess a pseuda8t^mitric structure.

7. Their aymmtry places them in a polar class.

8. They have a transition at the Curie point to a form of higher 

symmtry.

9. The Curie point is raised (or a lower Curie point lowered) by the 

apppication o^ a blassing field.
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10. There is a Bidden appearance of surface chargee at the t^ms^i^:^t^o^n.

The changes Si atomic arrangement at the transition into the 

ferroelectric phase, since they are coH^I^e^e^i^^ly reversible, mist be very 

sm. Ia crystallographic language they are referred to as "displacive"

transitions which only involve very sm^l distortions of the atonic net

work in conlrast to the "reconntractive" transitions in which the network 

is broken up into smU paots aad reassembled. This desoripitnn of

the transition rnPhl.sises only the crumpling of the freework aad aot the 

small mvernnts of atoms relative to the framework Witch a’e imypotant 

ia ferroelectrics. Accoodiagly, a more descriptive earns for a feroo-

electric phase is '’r8tudtsysnntric," w^Lch means that the phase is derived 

from a structure of higher 37™^^ by BmH1 displacements of some, or Hl, 

atoms in the network. The smTH. relative ciLBpaccene^nt;s t^f aoorns I

the ferroelectric phase give rise to electric dipoles, which are, in turn, 

responsible for the spontaneous polarisation. These aomiLc ntcvawrnts cn

occur in opposote directions equally weed and the directions of the electric 

dipoles are thereby reversed. The reversal of hhe direction of sponta

neous polarisation caa be effected by the apppication of aa electric 

field greater than the coercive field (the biassiig field) to the ferro

electric crystal or a smll electric field obove the Ciqrir print.

From the thermodynamic standpoint the question arises: is it a 

first-order or a second-order transitooa? It will ba eecaiedd h^at a

first-order transition involves a disconL^uous change of volume aad energy 

wdch appears as a re! ase of latent heat in aa infinitely narrow tenrp^rt- 

ture range. A second-order transition shows ao discontinuity ii the 
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volume or energy but the temperature derivative of volume (thermal expan

sion coefficient) and of energy (specific heat), show tnli.mhe8 expanding 

over a finite temperature range. It is not easy to detect changes in 

these themltdynarpc qustneities because their dOsccniiord.tits are very 

smal.

I. 5. Although colemanite has long been known as a common bor<le-conttleieg 

miner al found in Ceaeforeie, it was only recently that interest had been 

aroused regarding its physical prsperties. The study of cllem^eLeta in

this laboratory was started because of severaL hints which suggested that 

the crystal night have very interesting structural properties.

Ceresin faces o^ cllahreite have sometimes been observed to collect 

dust particles in mneaaaogical museums. This is a common feature

of crystals eXh-biting a spontaneous polarisation. This may be taken

to maan that toleepeite is sometimes a5foetectric in which case its crystal 

symmetry uoudd allow it to be ferroelectric. This connectum would be

of great ie■ttrtst because no borce-contaieiee paeteitL has been known to 

exhibit ferllelrctrlcity. It seemed also plausible that coLemtnta

undergoes a phase transition because these certain faces of clLahheta tended 

to attract dust only under special circumstances. These obeervntions,

togeth^ with the f^ts that B00 os reLatt-vely easy to s-t^y by n.m.r. 

technique and the ready availability of large single crystals of coLammett, 

encouraged the present work.

Before the actual, experimental work was begun in this laboratory, 

Ciwist et aL. (%.) had published the preliminary results of an X-ray 

ann^yls of coleMnite. They found tbit their ^eul^r^s were 0!^latent
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with the sprce-group P2-/a and the unnt cell limsnsinns were:

a = 8.743 - 0.004. 8 

b s 11.264 - 0.002 A

c s 6.102 . 0.003 A
ft = 110°7'

They found that the structure of colemnite consists of infinite boron

oxygen chains running parallel to the n-nxis, the chain element being made 

up of a BO, triangle and two BO tetrshedrn forming n ring. Each Ca
5 4

ion is roughLy octahedr^n]Lly coordinated by 5 oxygens and 1 wter

The formula for colemmite may thus be mitten CaBBO(OH)j.l,O and each

imit cell contains 4“fomn1c unnts. Refined cslemtiite paramter^s and

boron-oxygen bond lengths became available to us by private osInIwULLatisn 

(Claar/57).

Dming the preliminary stage of our work Davisson C56) published

the results of his dielectric breakdown studies of colemanfe. CUi the

one hand he obtained the ceut^otymuetric breakdown paths covering a 

wide temperature range and on the other hand, the pyroelectric end the 

piezzoslretric tests indicated that cole o^anite cannot be centrosymmetric.

These two papers leave the sym^'tjry p^ppeties of cplemrnte 

unsolved.

A little later Goldsmith ('56) discovered that cplep.rite was indeed 

ferroelectric. He observed the following ferroelectric behaviour in

ooLoonl+ot it w^c^e^er^oes a trositLpu at -2.5° C. with the ferroelectric 

direction along the mosorliric b-rxis; it has a very sharp dielectric
. omnnm'ly with a peak value of 7000 rnd a tli.f—widtt of 0.5 C» along the 
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b-axis and Xinnlly its seoettmeous pnlurlsatile is 5xlO"17 m^,/^(d.2 . 

Colrmralitr displays square hyyteresis loops on a plot of the applied 

electric field versus thr dielectric displacement wth a coercive field 
of 1oX volts/©! at 60 c./sec. and a -6° C.

GoWsmith's vork pisri mDre questions regaling the stractare of 

ctlerEat.te. Theee questonns efeer to hre following*

1. What are the symetry properiCes of colmnte below thr transition 

temperature?

2. Wh.ch atoms in colemniti structure undergo displaceim! relative

to their room temperature positions?

3 What is the hemo dynamic order of the observed trfmsioXnn?

4-. Are there other transitions?

In August 1957 CXjmoueth (*77),  using a refined technique, rr- 

exaMned the psso1recrric and ferroelectric behaviour of ritmanir. 

He found that the curve of py•terecteic ct1rficiert versus irrppsatpre 
oshowed a high amd narrow penke at -2.5 C., possesedd an appreciable toil 

extending to low ierperttuers and a rapidly decreasing tail on thr high 

iemertiurr side. He concluded that ant ideal single crystal, of colemanite 

would show no pyroelectric effect above the transition ierperatpres and
2 .^6^^^ was conii8trat with the centetsyImrt^ic point group /m. Prior

to thr date o^ pH^ctt^j^t^n of dh;y^c^w^t^]his work, howeer, we had publicly 

ctIwtmPc8trr (fetdi,'57) our room iemxexratntu’e results in oolemtlitr, 

including the fact that we had found its structure consistent with the 

^i^ ^oup 2/m.
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SwaLaarsing, the problem for this thesis was to use the njW. 

method to anssrer at least some of the questions raised in the above 

discussion and to supply colmPertll new information regarding the physical 

Oaoaerties of column! te.



CHAPTER II

THEORY

II• 1» This chapter outlines the theory, of the dependence of the 

nuclear maasietic resonance frequencies in a single crystal on the 

orientation oH the crystal W.th respect to the uniform maaggetic field, 

Ho, in which the crystal is immersed. For a piarticular nucleus in a 

particular situation, the energy due to the interaction of its quadrupole
A—

moment tensor, Q, with the electric field gradient tensor, VE, existing at 

its site, is not necessarily small as compared to the interaction of its 

Mgnetic momenn, /i , Wth the external mrnnHc field, Ho. Howver,

this discussion, following Pound ('50), Beroota ('52), and Volkoff ('53), 

is restricted to cases where the nuclear electric quadrupole interaction,
Az A _a> —»»
Q. ^E, is weak as compared to the nuclear manietic interaction, /i .Ho,

but large as compared with magntc dipole-dipole interactions which are

neglected. Furthermore, "this discussoon is limited to cases where the

nuclear spin quunttun num-mar I is 3/2, since foo B^, tee case ha which 

we are interested, I equaLs 3/2.

II. 2. An elementary description of the electric feedd gradient ennoor,
A"

V E, wil be useful in the following pages. 7E is a tensor of rank two. 

In Cartesian coordinates (X, Y, Z), fixed with respect to crystal axes, 

it has nine comppttttp
/^XX ^XY tiz\

?YX rYY ^YZ
\/zx rzY ^zz

(1)

13



u
where ^XX s -<V/ X X X etc. with V being the electrostatic potential. 

Not all components of this tensor are independent. Firstly, it Wil

be recalled that the sca!ar product X .E, is equal to zwo emd is 

invariant under a coordinate transformation, hence the sum of the diagonal 

components is always zero. Secondly, the vector product, sT x j is also 

zero and is inva^:ia^'t under a cajrdinate trensformation. Hence XK is

syrnmteie, te., p XY ; ^YX, etc. Thus only five comppnnnts are

nndependeet•

A symmtric tensor can always be diagonalisee; that is, there 

exists a coordinate system (x, y, z), fixed With respect to the crystal 

in which the off-diagonal components vanish. When diagonalised the

tensor assumes the folloWng form:

.(2)

where £ ; ( <xx - ^yy)/ X zz is called tee BlSJmndiry parameter." 

Since < xx f rfyy + j zz s 0, tte oa^itudedf V E is specfied by two 

para^'^e^irs, in this case X zz, which is chosen to have the largest 

absolute value of the three eigenvalues , and the asymmetry parameter, X • 

X xx and X yy are chosen negative wite j j xx I X W I • ■ -

definition, the asymmetry parameter is specified wthin the liWts 0 4 j $ 1 

(At first sight, it m.ght appear that by referring VE to its principal 

axes the number of independent commo^^s has been reduced to two.

Howeeer, this is not the case because three additional queatities are 

necessary to specify the orientation of the principal axes (x, y, z) 

wth respect to the (X, I, Z) system).

*The term wmlniiude^ refers to the eigenvalues of dE.
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The tensor scalar product, Q. 9E, must be calculated in coordinates 

that diagonadise the mafaietic part of the Hairdltonian Eq.(4), that is, 

in Cartesian coordinates (x'y’z*) whose z’ direction coincides with that 

of Ho and the x and y axes are chosen arbitrarily. Both tensors

appearing in this scalar product are expressed in their irreducible 

forms. The five irreducible tensor co^p^nis of 7 E are v Eq where 

q s 0,11,12. Esptreseed ns eerrns of the oomponents ns (x’y’z))

system, \7?Eq are

VE reflects strongly the sym^o'ery of a nuclear site.

From the point of view of syonoery, nuclear sites can be identical 

or hareidereical in a uTt cell.. The non-ddenticaL character of

nuclear sites arises from two sources:

(a) The formuLa uiit contains more than one atom.

(b) More than one formula wiit is allowed to occur in the

unit cell by the crystal symmetry.

It is obvious that in case (a) the nuclear sites are unrelated by 

aymmhry. This implies that the m^etudts and orientations of the

\7 E’s at these sites are unrelated. We speak of these sites aa 

non-equivalent. In the case (b), starting with any one nuclear site

in general position in the crystal structure, other sites can be 

generated by the operation of the crystal space group. 7E’s at these



(a)

(b)

(a) ^th^olnt^oup 2/m.
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nuclear sites are then identical in mpagitude, but differ in the orien

tations of their principal -iy.ee. We refer to heese si-tes as he

sym^itr^ji-^e^ciuCva^^i^i^'t sites.

Consider, for exaiple, a nuclear site in a crystal whose point 

group is 2/m. This point grooup demands that, in addition oo a -two-fold

tymIietry ads, there exists a rnrror plane whose earptndicvH.^aa csincilet 

with the two-fold axis. An eqHivltLent ieterlr■t!tntion of this penat

group is that in addition to the two-fold symmetry axis there exists a 

centre of symmtry. Fig.l(a) iCLustaates the inter-relatCon bewween

the nuclear sites lunder these circumstances. The sites are

by dots and brackets each numbered by 1, 2, 3, and 4. 1 and 2, 3 and 4

are related by the •Ww>-fsll tymntay axis; 1 and 3, 2 and 4 are related 

by the centre of symmetry The ilWna-rnlatiPl between the VBs
-V 

existing at these sites Ss Sllustrated si FLg.1(b) where each VE Ss 

described by Sts representative quach’ic, the hyperboloid of two sheets. 

The four VE's, numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4 in FLg.O(h), are related Sn 

the following way. 1 and 2, 3 and 4, by the ■two-fold symmetry ads, 

1 and 3, 2 and 4, by the centre of symmetry. It follows foom Fig.1(b)
Az

that 17E denoted by 1 can be derived from that delOtel by 3 by tralt- 

latisl through the centre of tymnnwy. The case of 2 and 4 1s similar.

From the point of view of ^mr. theory 1 and 3 (or 2 and 4) are 

identical in all respects. These ideas can be expressed in the tensor

sotnt^t^<^n as fellcts. The operation of twofold asWatLPn axcLs assumed 

along the T-oxis sends X into -X, Z ilts -Z but leaves Y unchanged. 

follows that the tensor cxi^po^enis, ) XX, 1n, ^4Z, and 1ZX rei-ani 
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unchanged, but the tensor consents 0Y and t^XY are sent into - ZY 
and - ^XY, r^pet^ti-vely. Hence 9E retafois its mijptiitude but differs

nnly in the orientation of its principal axes. Text, consider the

operation of che centre of symmetry onVE. This operatoon sends e

into -X, Y into —', and Z into -Z. It follows that the tensor com

ponents remain unchanged, hence the operation of the centre of symettry
'Xz

on 9E leaves it unchanged in both the magnitude and the orientation of 

its principal axes.

II. 3. This section is devoted to the calciUation of the shift of

the nuclear Zeeman levels by the quadrupole effect. We have seen that

the HamiltornLan af the nucleus in these circumstances is

(V

where

~ —!J —J)
In the case when Q.VE is much smiler than a .Ho, the energy eigen

values are calculated using the perturbation method. For hhis puuposee

we calc-uLate the mtrix elements of F in the representation diagonalising 

the Zeeman energy opeeaaoo, -*n .Ho. In their general form, these marix 

elements are

since 9Eq is assumed to be independent of the nucleus.* Here, m denotes

A.

♦The contribution of the quadrupolar pat to VE is Ignored.
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the na^etic quant™ number, I the angulsar monwntum quuit™ number, and 

<X the adtCLtiocel quant™ n™ber chn’acterising the nucleus. The

energy of the perturbed level WMeh in the lb of zero perturbation 

is cha'acterOaed by the mgnetie quant™ number m Oa given aa a sum:

where

(v
Al terms higher than the second have been ignored because they are

not genefAly useful. Substituting Eq,(5) nnto (*7) we get

To CLeiarly deimnstrate the perturbation of nuclear Zeeman energy levels 

by the quadruple effect, Eq.(8) will now be used to calculate the 

energy levels for nuclei at one of "the sites in colemadte. Asswe

a particular orientation o^ the crystal such that the coordinate axes 

(X, I, Z)* arbitrarily fixed On the crystal bear the following relation 

to (x‘, y', Z) axes fixed in the laboratory:

♦See section III. 2 for definition of (X, I, Z) system.
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Using Eqs.(3), v'Eci's are*

((V

Inserting the nuureical values for I and m into Eq.(8) and substituting

Eqs.(9) into Eq.(8), and denoting /a Ho/l by U*, wa get the foil owing 

energy levels

(l0J

where (y' - (it(J (' and is in waits of frequency. Using the appropriate

values of fooo Table XII awd the experimental value of fHo/lh

(11.98L0»o./sec.) we get the following set of energy levels in kc./sec. 

foe nuclei tit the M sites:

(uyj/h (n(/1)/h (U-yJ/h (U-yO/h

-18331 -5633 6308 17656



Fig. 2. , Nuclear Zeeman Levels, in Mc./Sec., of B11 (I = 3/2) 
SU < in EX^ynaL Magnlii Field of 8.75 Kilians’. (a) Not 
Tn+pr^-^ -n,geraltion> (b) ehowing the QuadrujPDle
gnd’ _ * V ThCnee M e n (hol.mniN1 at RTom Tempenatcri
?hl ePeX; V’ Jhe A1trohe -hii Ph. N.M.R. ^ansidiLs.
Lhe epeiticm is D'awn at the Bottom.
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These energy levels have been drawn to scale in Fig.2(a) and (b). To 

the left, Fig.2(a), are the unperturbed energy levels given by Ho/lh, 

i.e., in units of frequency; those to the right, Fig.2(b), are the per

turbed levels. The arrows indicate transitions between adjacent levels. 

For I 5 3/2 there are three possible frequencies. They are denoted by

,5 , and in Fig.2(b). Vs, and Vsi are the satellite frequencies

corresponding to the transitions m - - 3/2<-> i 1/2 and Pc denotes the 

central frequency corresponding to the transition m ;2 1/2+ 1/2. 

Except at very low temperatures, there is no way of determining experi

mentally which of the two satellite frequencies ^s, and ^corresponds 

to the transition m - + 3/2** *1/2 and which to m b-3/2*-* '1/2. All the 

transitions in Fig.2(a) have been indicated by a single symbol Vo .

Additional relationships between Vs, , and can be 

obtained from Eq.(8). Inserting values for I and m we get

in units of frequency. 7 = (9$, + is called the centre of

gravity of the satellite frequencies and Vo is the unperturbed fre

quency, I M Mo/I/lI. Eqs.(ll)-(13) show that, if the second-order terms 

are negligible, the two satellite frequencies are symmetrically situated 

below and above the central frequency, Vc t which in this case coincides
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wth ,0 . If the second-order are not negligible they show

that the centre of gravity of the sateLLite frequencies and the central 

component no longer coincide with De . This is demnntsated at the

tottom oi Fig.2(b) where the n.,m.r. spect^mm of B X has bdde draw to 

scUe. The frequency X x is represented there by the broken line.
I

II. 4. Eqs.(3) and ((1)-(13) shww that by measurnig the spectra at

five different crystal orientations with respect to Ho one can determine 

the five independent cormonnnts of 7 E. Ths, hoowver, would hardly 

coettltute a satisfactory experiment for the following reasons. The

satellite lines, belonging to the seme nuclear site, depend strongly 

on the crystal orientation with the result that they may cross and 

overlap. This makes the identificaieon of the mnes difficUt. These

difficulties increase when the compllfe n.^i1. spec tri connnsts of 

211—lines, where n is the number of both the non-equivaleet and the 

iyeJtdteyyeeqivtl.ent nuclear sites in the unit ceU. Anohher llpoetlnlt

reason is that the accuracy of the experimental results would then be 

very low. For these reasons a syitemeaic investigation of the spectra 

is necessary. It permits not only a reHable classificateot of the

lines but also increases experimental accuracy. A scheme for such 

investigation was first developed by Vookoff et al (52).

In Vookoff’i scheme we select a set of axes (X, I, Z) fixed 

with respect to the crystal (for examd-e, this set may involve some of 

the crytal .1 ographic axes), and study the relation between the compoplnts 

of s7e in this system of axes, and in the laboratory system bf axes
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(x’, y’, z’) as the crystal is rotated about, say, its I axis which is 

kept in coincidence with the y*  axis perpendicular to Ho. The initial 

position of the crystal, in which the angle of rotation is zero, is 

chosen so that I, Z coincide with z’, x* . The transformation between 

(X, I, Z) and (x1, y’, z*)  is given by

The tensor components in the (x‘, y’, z’) system are related to those 

in the (X, Y, Z) by the transformation law:

('V

where Q refers to the (X, Y, Z) system, while q‘ to (x’, y* , z‘) 

system, , ,5 , i and J each take the values 1, 2, 3, and

Qp the tensor components in (x‘, y ’» z’) and (X, Y, Z)

system, respectively. Using Eq.(14-) and (15) we get

^7

Similar relationships hold for fax' , » eto* Substituting

these relationships into (3) we get
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t' V

Substituting (17) into Eqs.(ll)-(13) and introducing* V'Cj =» e.0./h. <j>ij

we get the following equations:

(i

where

(>9J
*For reasons discussed earlier the experimental results appear in terms 
of ^7/ . The symbol is reserved for the components <A’y
times the constant eij/h. Thus ^xy •» ffl/A , W*' - e d/A
etc.
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(1OJ

uth.e re f

(21J

wh.tr e,

123)

Similar relations hold for the I and Z rotations by cyclic permutation
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of the subscripts. Eqs.(19) show that the coefficients e*.  b,. andd j

in the three rotations are related by the following idennities:

Eqs.(24) are useful in checking the consistency of the experiment! 

data.

As can be seen from Eqs .(ll)-^( 13) and from Eqa.(18)-(24), 

the sepia'ation of the satellites A}) - is independent of

and so in^^endent of Ho, if the ttird-ordee te:m is ^glected. 

For this reason the coeeficients in, and o . are somst-imes referred 

to is the first-order ooeeficients. The separation of the centre of
J

gravity o^ the satellite frequencies from the unperturbed frequency,

, y “ . » ) d the separation of the central component from Po ,

- Vo ire entirely dependent upon the second-order term (again, if 

we neglect the feurtt-eeder term, etc.) end so ire inversely propor

tional to Ho. For this reason the coeeficients I2L etc. and Hc'

etc. ire referred to is the second-order cooeficients. If the second-

order teri is large one single rotation determines the five independent 

tensor celpoennts Vty as follows: in miHysis Z Vc gives the three

diagonal celpoetnts plus the component Y'h. . The remaining celpp>nents 

VtA and can be got from the second-order coeefintents. Howevr,

this procedure woid-d resuLt in a low exp^t*ilennll accuracy. The three 

rotations ire therefore necessary from the point of view improving

the experimental accuracy.
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Having determined the tensor in X, Y, Z coordinates we may 

now refer it to its principal axes (x, y, z) by determining its eigen

values and the direction cosines of (x, y, z) with respect to (X, Y, Z). 

The characteristic equation for the eigenvalues, y , is the equation

Xs - a K -lx - O

where

(2- V
The reversal of signs of *. , leaves the sign of a of Eq.(26) un

changed but it reverses the sign of b of Eq.(27). The undetermined

common sign of is always chosen so that b s |b | .

The trigonometric solution of the cubic equation with three 

real roots is

whore

and

J'j is always positive while and are always negative and
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If we denote the principal axes of the tensor Wy by (unprimed) 

(x, y> z) then n are defined as:

As it was shown earlier we define the asymmetry paraamter as

(3 J

Xz is also frequently called the "quadrupole coupling oonsttat."

The process of diagonalisation also gives the direction cosines 

of the principal axes (x, y, z) with respect to the axes (X, I, Z),

(31)

where

(sy

The relative signs of A a t ** and for each vLLue of K sure

fixed by the relative signs of , but not their absolute sign, because 

for the second rank tensor, , it does not mtter which direction

along a principal axis is chosen to be the positive one.
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II. 5. The theory developed above is adequate for a fUl analysis of 

the n.m.r. spectra, simple or oornplex.* ff hte commlex epodrinn Ss

investigated in a crystal, possessing a twoofold symmtry aXs, mvror 

plane, etc., and if one of the axes about which the crystH is rotated 

coincides with the direction of these symmfay demens, then the ieoond- 

order term is very helpful in the analysis of the spectra, because of 

the following. Consider a crystal with the point group 2/m, the case

in which we are eseecdl-ly interested. It was shown previously that 

an operation of two-fold symmtry aXis, coinciding with Y-«tais, onVE 

leaves its mLgndtude unchanged but changes the orient ation of its 

principal axes, and that the two tensors have the form (correct to a 

relative sign),

{3‘r)

Eaqperi^ntally, however, the two tensors are determined in the form

'The term, "simple spectrum," refers to the n.m.r. seedm consisting 
of 21 lines, the term, "coie^elex spectrum," refers to the one consnsting 
of 2nl lines, wiem n is the number of non-equivalent or symeatyt-o univalent 
nuclear sites.
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The problem is, whhit combination of signs in front of and $i_y

is the correct one? An nnspectlon of the sin of r\ in Eq.(JD) and 

the value of r. in Eq.(22) furnishes an answer to this problem only if 

the second-order term is meenssuaie. If, howeevr, the second-order 

tern in not measurable one has to mddfy the experimenta procedure in 

one of the three ways. Firstly) one cans reduce Ho until hhe second-

order term is mes-mable. Howevvr) hhe massunements of nm.rs spectra

at low fields are inherently more difficult than at high fields. Saconiiy,

one can make a different choice of axes (X, I, Z) so that none of them 

coincides with the axis o^ symetry. This, however, may be objection

able from both the experimental point of view and from the point of 

view of analysis of the spectra. Tihr&Ly ) one conducts hhe e^pperiiemt

as if the second-order term w3rn present except that a few additiona 

meanueimnts of the n.m.r. spectra are made with the crysta oriented in 

such a way that none o^ the (X, Y, Z) axes are either psa*iOLLel or 

perpendicular to Ho. Since this procedure is not mentioned in the 

literature it is fully developed below.

tonnider an orientation oJf the crystal such that the Laboratory 

axes (x‘, y*, z') have (1, u^ n_) for their direction cosines in 

(X, Y, Z) system. Using the transfonation law, Eq.(15)s we arrive

at the fo^l^owini relations and /a y
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Inserting these values into Eqs.(ll)-(13), using also Eq.(3), we can 

predict 4 V , v -Vp and Vc, for this particular crystal orien

tation. Actually, only the value of needs to be calculated for

our purpose; the additional calculation of V - Vo and of 

is desirable for checking purposes.* The two combinations of signs in 

front of ^Xy tmd ^jy, for example, ( + ^xy > + fay ) and (-^xy ,+^zy) 

are tried in calculating A? from Eq.(36). The correct combnnatoon

predicts the experimetaaiy ma^u^ed

A summary of the mthods of analysis of the experimental resuLts

Wil be appropriate In concluding this chapter. The coefficients of 

Eq.(18) are determined by the Fomier analysis of the experimnem values

*The calculation of the second-order term foi sites which do not display
it is, of course, pointless. However, such calculation n hee case of
other sites , whose second-order term is jmessuable, serve as a reliable
check on ehhther the axes (X, Y, Z) have been fol-loeed consistently both dur
ing the three rotations of the crystal and during these additional
bbasurebbntS(
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of Z9 • These Fom-ier coefficients are used to deteriiLne the

tensor components V ij with tts aid of Eq.(19). The experimental

values of (--O) ane (Vc-Vo), if measurable, are treated siMlarly. 

In this way we obtain tte second-order Fourier coefeicieets. If

present, r^ and r^ are used to identify tte symeery eqidvvlent VE 

in the manmer indicated above. If they are absent, adCdtional

are made as described above. The tensor V ij is finally

diagonalised using Eqs.(25)“(28) and the direction cosines of its 

principal axes determined using Eqs.(32) and (33).



CHAPTER III

APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

III. 1. TILLs chapter describes briefly the n.m.r. spectrometer srnd 

mcUlery equipment used in this work. A complete descrPptOon of the

spectrometer is given by Datturs ('56),

The mgnetic field was produced by a 12" Vsatian electromagnet 

The mjget pile-faces measured 12" in diameter and the gap between them 

was 5". Two sets rO caps were availj.Lxa which, when attcthed to the

pile-faces, produced gaps 1 1/2" in width by 7" in diaMter and 3" in 

width by 7" in diameer. The work with he crystal at room emperal^ut^e

was carried out using the 1 1/2” gap. The 3" gap was used for the wrk 

at other crystal temoehat-utes because it afforded more space for the 

cold-cell.

The mijget, energised by a stabilised poweiresupply, provided a 

field with long- and shoot-tera stabilities of 2:100,000 and 1:100,000, 

respectively, in the current range from 0.02 to 2 amopees, provided the 

temperature of the room was held constait. Variations ni the fiedd due

to temretture changes in the laboratory wire hom>lestted by manual 

adjustment of the cmcrect; a proton signal displayed on an oscilloscope 

served as a field-monitor.

A block diagram of the n.m.r. spectrometer is shown in Fig.3. 

The oscCilLtOinjr-deteCOrr, similar to hhe Volkoff, Fetch mid Smellie type, 

co^ists essen^ally of a marjg.na. oscellattr of the Co3.pitts ^pe, a

32



Fig. 3. A Block Diagram of a N.M.R. Spectrometer.
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radio-frequency ampLiiier, a detector, and a wide-band audio-frequency 

Mapliiier. ihe anke circuit of the marginal oscillator cmossts of a

sample coil, located inside the m-et gap between a pair of Helmuts 

coils and a variable condenser. The frequency of hie oscillating

detector is varied by a Haydon clock-drive connected to the variable 

condenser through a chain of reduction gears• The frqqrency sweep-rate

mosiy employed in this work was 250 kc./sec./hr. The Heimoltz coils

are energised by a 210 c./sec. alternating current supplied by the audio

frequency power ampliiier. Other parts of the spectrometer are: a

narrow-band aInlllfler tuned to 210 c./sec., a lta8e--aniitive detector, 

and a recording milimmter. The frequency is measured Uth the aid

of a Hatlicrafter Radio model 5X-62A and a 361100X01 Radio heterodyne 

frequency meter and calibrator type No. 620-A.

The apectrt]etrr functions io the following way. The Herimouts

coHs mod-str the external magnetic field with an amlit^uda much smiler 

than the width of a o.p.s. signal (of the order of 3 gauss io crystals). 

The resonance conddtito for the nuclei inside the sample coil, which 

eaifesta itself as a drop of poteniiirl i^i^i^l^e^3^<^i^c— across the col, is 

thus made repetitive at the mdulation frequency. The signal, after

ridit—frequrncy amml iiitJHtinm-is detected and theo fed to the wide-band 

audio—lreequeooy amppifier, the narrow-band audlo-frequeocy ampiifirr and 

finally to the phtiser-riitive detector wh-ch produces a d.c. signal 

approximately proportional to the first derivative of the absorption 

curve. The d.c- slna^l- se plotted on hie ecordding PLLliape3ter - At

suitable iot—rrsls frequency makers are acow!•atrly plsced on the 

recorder chia't
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The orientation of a crystal wth respect to the external 

magntic field, Ho, has to be ac^cjm’ately known at all stages of n.m.r. 

work. An accurately calibrated angle-meauiring device mots ■this iamaai(

The ongle-aea01u•ing device employed for the room teepeeature work is 

sketched in Fig, 3. It consisted of a brass block which could be 

adjusted by a set of screws to fit tightly between the mi^iet pjle-faces 

and a caLiirotei dial assembly. Ths caliirotid dial aseernbly could

rotate in the brass block wth its axis of rotation always held e®re«n- 

dLcu^ar to Ho. The diH was calibrated at one degree intervals. undj

with the aid of a magnifying glass, relative aaslu•eaenti could be 

repeated to batter than half a degree. Lucite crystal nxounts wwre,

in turn, held by the dial aseemblLy. Several) uuciee moimtS) with shapes s

macH-ned to fit the ooleealite crystals in their particular orientations, 

ware used. This urrnlgemane olOewed accm* aee alignment of the ciystH.*

III. 2. A quaili-tatves iivestigatinn of tee ) n.m.r . specrums nn

coleman-te preceded the quunaiiatiie investigation. The pirewie of

this investigation was to establish the maximum number of resonance 

lines and the frequency region in which they occur for a given Ho. A 

number of crystals and cleavage fragments of ooleeaaet from Inyo and 

San Bernardino toimties in t^oaiflrala were used in this particular study.

tooeimaite has a perfect cleavage plane pamrmllmm to the (010) 

plane and ooisequenily the crystallographic b-axis is wll defined. In 

addition, several avail able crystals had an edge defining the crystal!" 

grapHc c-axis. Several of these crystals were oriented on their moults

with these crystalllgruphio a^ in tum pia,maltl to tmhe rotati'M hx1s of
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the calibrated d^l ws^ly-, and their nm.r. sig^s imitlgated.

From m>st of these samples, the signals wem found to be very broad. 

Orddnnrily this would not be very serious, but, in the case of c^le^mrnnn, 

the separation between many lines, which were later identified as belonging 

to K and l sites, ware unussnlly srnali, so that their excessive breadth 

made their resolution impoosible over a wide range of crystal orientations. 

Also some lines, later identified as belonging to the M site, were so 

broadened at certain crystal orientations that it was not possible to 

detect them. Finally, a CJLeavagt fragment from San Bennardino County,

which, judging from its outer appearance did not differ murketdiy from 

other samples already tried unluccessfiQly, gave the desired narrow 

signals which were detectable at ail crystal positions. Since this

particular crystal was used throughout the present work we may note its 

physical appearance. It was a transparent cleavage fragment, measming 

1 1/2 cm. x 1 cm. x 2 cm. after it had been ground. In addition to a 

perfect cleavage wkh.ch defined the (010) plane, it had a 2 cm. edge 

which defined the c-crystal^ographic axis. The crystallographic exes 

were trifled with the aid of X-rays. Becauuse of h^<see external crystal

features the set of (X,Y,Z) axes was chosen as follows} the b x c crystal 

direction doffed the X-uris, the S direction tto Y-snis and the T’c^irec- 

tion the Z-fads. Henceforth we shall use X, I, Z to denote these 

crystal directions.

For the systematic investigation, the axes X, I, Z wtire held 

in turn accwntely purid-lel to the axis of rotation of the calibrated 

dial assembly and the bH n.m.r. spectra we rerorded at iwmy crystal 

<srinntleicss. Tien orientation for which the X-adis was along the rotation
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axis and the T-ixi3 along the direction of Ho is marked 0* s 0. It 

was checked against the cross-over points of the lines denoted by *»/ ’* 

and V$4 , ')$t and in Fig.6, Chapter IV. These cross-over

pjints occurred exactly at the dial reading 0o, 90°, 130°, and 270°. 

A siHsr procedure was used when thn crystal had its Z-axis along the 

rotation sXLs. The 0Z - 0° oi'inntsiAon wss urked by hhe cross-cvor 

points of thn same linns as shown in Fig.9, Chapter IV. The procedure 

used in aligning the crystal with its T-axis pardHel to the rotation 

axis differed somewhat from the above. This difference srrose from hhe

fact that in this case a reduced spectrum was obtained. Accordingly,

the crystal alignment for the Y-rotation was checked by comparing the 
o ospectra obtained at • = 0 and 90 with those obtained it 0„ = 90 and 

j a

0Z x 0°, respectively. The eddueed spectrims was obtanedd Is hhe irnge

6 - 0 to 0„ ~ 180°. In the range Qy - to EL - 360°, however, smal].y y ~ j
,M . .v

sppittings of the lines marked by and in Fig.8, Chapter IV,

occurred. Normlly such small splittnigs would hive been disregarded 

is arising from i slight msilignment of i crystal. In our case, hdwever, 

sicne there wss i controversy regarding the symmetry prope^ine of cole- 

maeti, it wss essential to know whether such splieenlgs were due simply 

to i misalignment or due to in inherent property of colemanfe, or 

both. When the crystal wss re-exim-ned, using i gonLomeir arc set in 

the crystal mount, the splitting of et.esi lines no longer appeared and 

therefore, this proved that the spiittnngs were due to m.oalignuni.

The n.m.r. spectra were recorded it 15° intervals in the

range 0° - 360° for each of the three crystal rotations. The spectra



Fig.4. A Cross-Section of the "Cold-Cell."
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were very complicated, and it was difficult to sort, out the lines. It

was therefore necessary to re--examine the spectra over some regions at 

smiler intervals of from 2O to 5O with higher reslluiion. If two

particular lines belonging t^o different sites overlapped, their fre

quencies were determined by interptlrtios. Some lines belonging to

K and L sites overlapped throughout the entire Z-rotation. The

experimental frequencies used in the complete anaLysIs of the spactra 

were obtained by taking the averages between the values maamed at 

0° and 180°+- 0°,

III. 3. Since it was pannned ■to suddy colemanite at Pooperatures other 

than that of the laboratory, it was necessary to eotstruct the appparatus 

which is described below. Fig.4 shows the croBn-neetion of the "cold

cell" which, for all intents and purposes, replaced the ealibbattd dial 

assembly used for the room Oeoppraturp work. The Tcatorr-mount assembly

emsi^s of a teflon rod, D, w.th ealibrattd circular serie, A, at one 

end and a crystal m>ouit at the other end. The eireuiar scale is attached 

to a perspex disc, B, wtich, by means o^ a pair of screws, C, is attached 

to the teflon rod. The crystal munt consisti of a 'micam single 

crystal goniometer arc set incorporating two muOouliy perpendiciiar arc 

sots, G and F, and a platform of brass and lucite, H, to w^hich a crystal 

can be glued. One end o f the crystal oumot fits tightly into the socket

provided for it in the teflon rod and is secured in po8itim by means of 

a pin, E. The sample coil, N, which is wound aoomd the ccystal, ss 

connected to the oscillating detector via two copper wires, P, embedded 

in the teflon rod, a p8lr amphenol connestore, R, and two cojacial cables.
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This rotator-mount assembly is iecei'eta into the brass block, J, with the 

teflon rod fitning tightly into a carefUly michined and polished cylin

drical hole, and with the circular scale fitting into a socket provided 

for it in the brass disc, K. K also carried s circular veenier. The

brass block, which is expanded by means of two screws, fits tightly between 

the mspet pole-faces so that the axis of rotation of the rotator-mount 

assembly is uccm,atily perpendicular to the mtgnntic field. The cylinder, 

L, is attached to the brass block by means of a screw-on cap, M. The 

inside of the cylinder is lined with teflon. L slso carries sn inlet 

and sn outlet pipe which sre bent in the manner indicated in Fig.4. The 

apparatus was assembled ss shown and was rendered air-tight by a system 

of Orings. The use of the expensive esfOnn was dicatedd by hhe fact 

that it has nearly the same thermal expansion coefficient ss brass st 

low temjoratures and becsuse no lubrication is necessary on well polished 

m-i^r-tifloa contacts.

The cold-cell was cooled by a stream of cold, dry sir which was 

circulated through the cell and a heat exchanger by means of a vacuum

Apump and iampre3sor( The heat exchanger irnalstei of three copper

c^Hs connected in series. One terminal of the series was ir)rbvited

to the iaxmressor-tnd of a "Slpedieac Combined Crmpreisrr and Vacuum 

Pump," model R//-., m^-suiffCtui^d by Edwards Ugh Vacuum Ltd., whdle the 

other terminal was joined to the cold-cell by means o 0 the copper tube, 

T, of Fig. 4» The copper tube, U, on the smnie diagram, was connected

to the vacuum-end of the pump. The three copper coils foiming the

series were designated as follows: the one nearest to the pump was
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designated the first coil; the next one, the drying coil; and the Last 

one, the cooling co 1.1. The first coil was ^^mebrftrt io a cold rater 

bath and served to prrotrl the hot air issuing from the pump- The 

drying coil served essentially as a trap for oil and misture which had 

joined the strem of air during its passage through the pump- The

cooling coil served to bring the teppirature of the air strem to that 

of the refrigerant to maintaio the crystal trbperaturr at -40° C. The 

Latter two coils were both l.elp^ard io an acetose-dry-ice bath. To 

attain crystal temperatures io the range -40° to -136° C. the drying 

coil and the cooling cooil wrr lepepsed io dry-ice and Liquid air, res

pectively. For other rppperatuee aonges toe drying coil was omited.

The 60 o C. to 25 ° C. rangr was ^odcrd by controlled he^1ting 

of an ethyL_eoe gycol tot^ whereas toe range 25 ° C. to -40° C. was 

produced by cooling the bato using a "Blur M Electric Portable Cooling 

Unit," model PCC4. For fine control of the crystal tenp>rratureu the

speed of pumping of the air strem —is varied or the alr strem was 

alLowed to ieiionr upon a heated mema! surface before it entered the 

cold-cell. The metal tobes connecting toe cold-cell to toe cooling

coil were toermdlLy insulated either with styrofoam sheaths or glass

wool jackets.

The toppiratures of the crystal were eepsured by means o" a 

standardised copp^-constantan torrptotuile. dne juoctoos of the

thermocouple was always kept in ao ice-water m.xtiB*e,  whereas the other 

was inserted into the cold-cell unXil it touched the crystal. The

thermal e.m.f. was measimed by means of a "Thermocouple Potentitleeer,"
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type P-, mnilfactured by the Croydon Precision Instrme nt Co., Ltd. The 

potentiometer gave consSstent readings to 2 mciooolts. The thermo

couple was standardised by masrn'ing, with respect to the ice pjint, the 

thermal e.m.f. at two temperattires, the solid COj point and the liquid 

Oj point. The deviatoon of the themaH e.s.f., when compared with hhe

Adam’s ScHe,* was asarmed to be of the form 4 E : aE + bE 2 , where E is 

the 1’381^ thermal e.m.a., a and b are the cons tan ts determined by 

standardisation•

III. A . The hreee ootttions wtth toe rrysail at -00° (3 . wees carreed 

out using the same crystal and the same technique as that described in 

Section III.2. The ciyrstad was first dLigneed at oome eompertture usnng 

the arc set. In hhis connectonn it 8110x^(1 be mentioned hhat h^e arcs

were oriented so that the axis of rotation of one, arc (1), was purUsl 

to the 0° - 180° line on the clrceao scale whhle ttat of the other arc, 

arc (2), was parHlel to the 90° - 270° line. Let us consider the 

procedure for aligning the crystal for the X-rotation. The crystal was

glued with its X-axis approltltell pf allld to the axis of rotation of 

the rotator-mount assembly and its Y-ads approximately pared.lel to the 

aXis of arc (1). The Y-axis was then brought accurately perpendicular 

to Ho by rotating the rotator-mount assembly and noting the exact reading
jm43 d yMj'*of the circular scale when the Vs, and % , amd reoonimce

lines crossed. With exactly hhe sane readnig on hhe circular sc?Le, hhe

axis of arc (2) was varied uitil x- and Z-axes were, respectively, exactly 

sfee "Teimeeriture, Its Measw’ement and Control in Science and Industry.r 
Edited by the AImmiilS institute of Phyyics, Table 1, p.210.
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perpendicular and pfa'aHe! to He. This occurred when the snplratCoe

of the lines y$( and was We amee as ha^t o^aneed wiW We ©renn-

tation 9y = 0 and the munt described in the previous sertinc. The

procedure used in aligning the crystal for the X-rotation was simiar. 

The orientation of the crystal for the V-rotation connis-tni simply of 

nala.cilatieg the two arcs wiSH no splitting of either Vs, or 

line occurred at any crystal pooi/tlec.

The spectra were recorded at least 90 m.nutes after the cooling 

apparatus had been switched on. This procedure was necessary in ccdnc

to allow the crystal to attain the trtrnptr^atuu*e  of the cold-cell. Owing

to their very ctmplicated rotation pattern the s^ctra obtained in the 

X- and X-rotations were cecccist at 5° iieecvals in the range 0° - 90° 

which was sWffcinnt to establish the pattern. In its other respects 

the procedure used at -40° C. was simiar to that used at room tnmppralurni

The investigation of the n.m.r. spectra as a function of tempera

ture was carried out with selected crystal orientations which gave msa- 

curable splitting of Hl the lines at -40° c. One crystal orientation 

would have been preferable because it would have eliminated the m.saiign- 

msnt ^1’^. Since no single crystal position was fomd at which the

separation of n1^1. the lines was neenluable, the experiment had to be 

rarrlnd out with two crystal positions. They are defined in Section IV.6.

The influence of a static electric field upon the splitting of 

tto li.nes wa also ievestLgatei. An elesctric field of 21° roH^on.

was applied to the crystal ic the following manor. The cleavage

faces, (010) and (010), wre painted wth "aquadag," a suspension of
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grapidti in wwter, which served is eLectrodes. They were cunniceed by 

means of smll gauge copper wire to i 2100 volt power supply. After 

the field hid been applied the crystal was cooled to -10° C. It wss 

necessary to switch the field off whi-le the spectrum was actually being 

recorded since the arrgngenwint otherwise caused in enormous increase in 

the spectra^ier noise. This procedure was repeated with the field

direction reversed. No change in the spectrmn was observed.



(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Cheat Recordings of the N.M.R. Spectrum in Coleman te
at Room Tempratwre Showing (a) the Observed Maximum Number of Lines, 
(b) the Observed Maximum Number of Lines in the Reduced Spectrum 
(for 0° ; 150° ) • The foientnti-cm of the Crystal in the Case (a)
is Explained in Table XI ( 4 - 80°, @ - 450),



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

IV. 1 o This chapter descrbees hlie complete MtaLosis ff toe B11 nuclear

mggetic resonance spectrum in coleraine at -oom tomppraPure and at 

-40° C. IO also includes the results of the investigation of t ieOeeted 

set of resonance lines over the tomporature range 52° C. to -136° C.

The number of limes observed and the UehtoUtoct of their fre

quencies on the orientation of the crystal with -elleeee to toe exterm1 

eeaag0ic field, Ho, at both neeppratmtes, are explained by the discussions 

of Chapters I and II. IO is assumed, in hearticular, that the boron 

nuclei occur tO several sites per witt cell rnd that the resuLting spec

trum .s a superporitirn olT ehr s^ple 3“line s^ctra due to B1C ouclhi 

at each type of sine.

IV. 2. AO, oom teeirrature, hhe ubeetvatrons crostsCed of recoud0ng

the o.-.i. specrum o^ ), 1f in colemanite over t wide frecyuroy rtngr as 

the crystaL was rotated tn turn about its X-raids (b x e-crystrHographic 

axis), T-axis (b-crestLlOog•tphic axis), and Z-axis (c-cryitBiographic 

axis). Two sample chart rcoords are reprodueed in Figs.5(a) amd (b),

where the frequency scale is roughly 107 kc./sec. per chwt division. 

Fig.5(a) shows the maximim number of iOees observed tO room teetreatrrc, 

which is 15. TTe crystal. o>rCentairon On tois case is explained in

Table XI. Fig.5(b) represents t reduced spectrm at the crystal otisor

tatios for which 0y s 150°. The OPtol. nimiber of iOess Ms Phis caee ss 

unLy 8,

43



TABLE I

Eznerimniin-ly Menssurnd ^^~ue8 of the R>aonnncn Frequencies

in Mc./Soc, for the X-EROttion of Colemnitn at Room Tempenaturn

0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90° 105° 120° 135° 150° 165°

10.748 10.819 11.138 11.586 11.586 11.134 10.824 10.752

11.773 11.459 11.389 11.591 11.592 11.390 11.461 11.776 10.950

10.947 11.914 11.904 11.910 11.926 11.924 11.910 11.901 11.910 11.827

11.347 11.826 11.831 11.923 11.929 11.934 11.932 11.930 11.923 11.930 11.940

11.941 11.941 11.959 11.942 11.935 11.939 11.931 11.937 11.935 11.940 11.959 11.942

11.969 11.956 11.963 11.969 11.949 11.945 11.953 11.945 11.951 11.971 11.962 11.956

11.974 11.959 11.967 11.976 11.965 11.961 11.968 11.960 11.966 11.976 11.967 11.960

11.979 11.980 11.980 11.980 11.980 11.981 11.980 11.980 11.980 11.981 11.979 11.980

11.989 11.986 12.000 11.985 11.996 12.004 11.983 12.004 11.997 11.985 12.000 11.986

11.994 12.001 12.003 11.997 12.006 12.016 11.995 12.017 12.006 11.998 12.003 12.002

12.697 12.005 12.033 12.020 12.028 12.032 12.032 12.032 12.029 12.022 12.033 12.006

12.024 12.053 12.040 12.035 12.037 12.056 12.037 12.035 12.039 12.055 12.027

12.232 12.247 12.062 12.055 12.409 12.412 12.058 12.065 12.248 12.232

13.056 13.222 12.517 12.577 12.466 12.467 12.576 12.516 13.219 13.052
13.161 12.890 12.892 13.157



TABLE II

EanprirnntuTly Iteaaured VePueB of the B~~ Resonance Fraqi^ancieB 

in Ko./Sec. for the Y-FROttion of Colemnlte at Room Teimeratiwre

0° 15° 30°

11.854

45°

11.803

60°

11.623

75° 90° 105° 120° 135° 150°

11.717

165°

11.882

11.933 11.916 11.941 11.827 11.839 11.455 11.342 11.318 11.390 11.538 11.848 11.899

11.953 11.951 11.951 11.923 11.910 11.890 11.946 11.925 11.864 11.837 11.898 11.904

11.970 11.974 11.954 11.961 11.974 11.920 11.963 11.977 11.940 11.912 11.971 11.959

11.979 11.981 11.981 11.982 11.986 11.980 11.979 11.979 11.979 11.984 11.982 11.982

11.985 11.992 12.011 12.041 12.053 11.989 12.001 11.982 11.999 12.054 12.063 12.057

11.992 12.011 12.099 12.134 12.120 12.044 12.003 12.006 12.023 12.129 12.116 12.066

12.029 12.037 12.107 12.230 12.390 12.074 12.018 12.042 12.099 12.459 12.301 12.150

12.055 12.047 12.535 12.628 12.644 12.585



TABLE III

Expirimentallx Mnmured VQi^ies of the 1 Resonance Frequencies

In Ko./Sec, for the Z-RoOation of Colemanite at Room Temperatiure

0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90° 105° 120° 135° 150° 165°

11.809

11.328 11.511 11.832 11.334 11.336 11.817 11.512 11.325

11.550 11.843 11.833 11.507 11.544 11.544 11.511 11.833 11.845 11.546

11.884 11.878 11.869 11.855 11.904 11.350 11.904 11.856 11.871 11.878 11.886

11.339 11.911 11.884 11.882 11.862 11.922 1i.9a 11.922 11.860 11.882 11.886 11.913

11.945 11.947 11.905 11.937 11.891 11.931 11.969 11.936 11.890 11.937 11.905 11.949

11.961 11.950 11.952 11.954 11.936 11.940 11.974 11.939 11.938 11.955 11.952 11.952

11.979 11.979 11.980 11.980 11.980 11.979 11.980 11.980 11.980 11.980 11.979 11.979

11.997 12.004 12.060 12.080 12.069 12.027 11.989 12.027 12.071 12.083 12.060 12.004

12.002 12.011 12.086 12.081 12.072 12.039 11.994 12.041 12.107 12.092 12.085 12.011

12.017 12.018 12.119 12.091 12.106 12.057 12.698 12.059 12.199 12.128 12.116 12.016

12.626 12.053 12.157 12.127 12.200 12.515 12.514 12.547 12.202 12.156 12.052

12.078 12.486 12.202 12.552 12.711 12.707 12.246 12.486 12.075

12.453 12.250 12.455

12.635 12.637



Fig. 6. The tOtation Pattern of all the B11 Lines in Colemanite at 
Room Temperature for the Rotation About the X-Axis.



Fig. 7. The Rotation Pattern of the R11 Line<» o»~ ox
20x io ColtmanOth a Room " rphodiog Strongly Upon



Fig. 8. The Rotation Pattern of all the B11 Lines in Colemanite at 
Room Tempeeature for the Rotation About the Y-Axis.



Fig. 9. The Rotation Pattern of all the B11 Lines in Colemanite at 
Room Teinpeiature fortheRotation alxmttheZ-Axis.
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The frequencies of the lines, except the ones marked by Vo 

in Figs.5(i) ind (b), depended upon the ingd-ir uriieestiun of the 

crystjQ. Ti^ir relative intensities, however, did not vary appreciably.

The line widths, mjis'ined between the two maxims of each line, wire of 

the order of 5 kc./aec. The ingU-ir dependence of these Unis in the 

X-, Y-, ind Z^ota^c^s are reproduced in Figs.6, 7, 8, and 9. A 

cheart of the type shown in Fig.5 wae obtained for each crystal uriee- 

tation on these figures and each point represents i line on the chart. 

The n-unerical diti for Figs.6, 7, 8, ind 9 are listed in Tibies I, II, 

and III.

A detailed inspection of Figs.6, 7, 9, ind 5(a) reveals that 

tti lines cin be cunveeiennly grouped into four groups on the bssie of 

ttiit angular dependence. In hhe first group herre are wwo ^aon^rn^c^e 

lines worked by y «3 add C« * « . These two lnies always ie^al:nl

close in frequency to Vp . Their dependence on 0 contanns an appre

ciable 4 0 atepoteie, in idddtion to i constant component ind i 2 0 

irmpooeet. On the basis of the discussion in Chapter II, these "two

lines mrut be central frequencies belonging to it Least two different sites 

in the unit cell ind they arise from transitions between the energy levels 

which cultlne in appreciable second-order term. Hence, these two lLees

are central frequencies belonging to two sites it which the quadrupole 

interaction is fairly strong. In the second group ttiti ire four lines 

(two padrs), warted by y , y '* , and « They

depend strongly on 2 0 ind ire nearly symnetriiilly situated with respect 

to V . Hence, hhey are 8x111116 frequencies beoongnng oo at eeas-t
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two sites and they arise from transitions between energy levels which 

are staongly perturtied by the quadrupole wteraction. Tn the tidrd

group there are eight lines (four pairs), marked by >?•'•*  y/"'5

whic ■ depend aLwst untuedy on 2 0 and are syimetoicsLly locatei about 

9 p • We can say that they are satellite frequencies belonging to at 

least four sites which arise from transitions between the energy levels 

which are weedkLy perturbed by the quadrupole interaction. Lathy, there 

is one line, mrked by i i , which stands out by its lack of anjgdar 

dependence and its great intensity. In order to assign this line to 

a particular transition, or transitions, it should be noted that the 

central frequencios for the four sites at which the ouadrupjle inter

actions are weak have not been accounted for yet. These transitions

should aLl occur at frequencies almost exactly equal to "Jo , the unper

turbed frequency, because the expressions for their respective energy 

levels are expected to contain negligible second-order teres. The 

line, narked Vp, satisfies these condition8, hence, it is a commooite 

line conttsting of four separate, but unresolved, signals. Summrising,

the first two groups of six lines in all must belong to tie same two 

sites, while the next two groups of twelve lines in all, the third and 

fourth, mst belong to additoonal four sites. Hence, the n.m.r. spec-

trim of B ~ in colemanite at room tempprature contains 18 separate sig

nals, not al 1 of which can be resolved, and it arises from six non-iden- 

tical sites whose VE's differ in some respects.

Our next aim is to establish the point group of coiem-ante at 

room temperatuse. On the bsisis of ^ei^cri ctata md the unit cell
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diaentiins, the firaula for colemanite is 4CaO»6BpO-’IOHtO. Hetcs,

the iihit cell of coleanite contnios 12 boron sites. It Wil be

recalled froa Sectioo H.2 that the VE'n 70 two sites related by 

a centre of syaatry nre identical froa the poiot of view of the theory 

de«ht Wth is Chapter II. Heoceij coleaaite aust have a centrosinietric

structure sioce of the 12 bor^s present is the oit cell we have fouod 

that only t have 7on-•identicnl V E’s. let us now refer to Figs.6, 7,

aod 9. It cao be seeo that the rotat^o pattero is nyaetr■itnl with 

respect to S : 0° aod 0 z 9i° io the X- aod Z-ritatii7S, aod that the 

reduced spectra occur at the followiog poiitii7s: d, = i° aod t s 9i° g z
(Y parallel to Ho), ©g = 90° aod ©z ; 0° (Y perpendicLu-ar to Ho). 

Furtheraere, a reduced spectra results for the coiapots Y-rotatii7.

the Y-axis aust therefore be pornoiel to a two-fold ritatii7 axis or to 

owrhhll to a arror plaoe or to both. However, the cihbinanio7S,

arror pln7e plus centre of syaatry 

two-fold rita•0ii7 axis plus centre of syaatry 

arror plaoe plus two-fold ritatii7 axis

are identical, al three beiog deooted by the poiot group syabol 2/a.

Actuaiy, mticipatiog our eoowteanerature results, the preseoce of 12 

boroo sites io the oit cell of 0^1^01^, aod heoce o^ the centre of 

syaetry at rooa teappeetiure, wil be established by the aoiaysis of 

o.^r. spectra alooe. We shall retiro to this poiot later.

The t sites were classified oo the basis that colemits at 

rooa teapepature possesses poiot group 2/a. The three aoo“TqlU.lehent

groups of sites were anaed by capital letters K, l, aod M. Each group



TABU IV

The Separations, in Kcc/Sec.. of the Satellite Lines Belonging to the K Sites it d^]^m^n^nite n't

TRoom Temperature, The Signn Are Relative.

Rotation 9° n 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165

X

K 13 15 -49 -102 -117 -93 -43 27 100 148 164 145 87

K 2> V 15 83 139 158 145 98 27 -44 -94 -116 -103 -50

Y K 22 -131 -253 -307 -281 -184 -38 117 235 292 268 167

Z

ki>3 -36 -142 -208 -222 -181 -96 15 119 181 201 155 67

-36 71 155 198 181 117 15 -91 -181 -221 -207 -139



TABLE V

The Separations, in Kc./Sec.. of the BB Satellite Ltoes Belonging to the L in Cote^iite at

Room Teimoeratwe, The Signs Are Rlative.

Rotation e° 0 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165

X

L/,J 25 -6 -44 -78 -106 -111 -101 -72 -31 9 38 42

Lf 25 42 37 9 -31 -71 -101-•113 -105 -82 -44 -6

I L -96 -18 57 118 143 124 72 -5 -83 -142 -165 -153

Z

L', * 72 -61 -155 -199 -178 -96 25 155 251 295 271 189

^2, i 72 194 276 294 251 153 25 -91 -181 -201 -155 -59



TABLE VI

The SepigatiopB. in Ko./Seo.. of the Satellite Lines Belonging to the M Sites in Colemanite nt

Room The Signs Are Relative.

Ro
ta

tio
n

e° 0 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165

X
M,,3 1350 2109 2474 2342 1752 880 -73 -820 -1186 -1055 -472 405

1350 406 -474 -1058 -1188 -818 -73 881 1758 2333 2467 2102

I M/, -70 -26 -158 -427 -767 -1080 -1286 -1326 -1195 -921 -584 -268

z

^<,3 -1287 -1307 -975 -370 338 971 1348 1371 1036 429 -270 -909

-1287 -903 -273 441 1045 1377 1348 970 339 -369 -974 -1312



TABLE VJI

Tibi Separation!, in Ko./S«o,. of the B1 Cntrm Uni froa the Uparturbed Frequency. 1.1.98!,

No./See,. for the M Sltea in Colemmte at Room Ternperatme

Rotation 0° 0 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165

X

Ml, 3 -40 -22 -4 -12 -32 -42 -28 4 25 17 -14 -39

-40 -40 -14 16 25 4 -28 -44 -30 -10 -4 -21

I M -28 -30 -30 -20 -7 8 22 25 18 4 -10 -22

z

M),3 21 23 2 -27 -45 -41 -40 -42 -43 -44 -29 -1

21 -1 -29 -U -45 -41 -40 -45 -43 -26 2 23



TABLE VIII

The SoDaration8, Ko./Sec., of the B11 Cannae o^ GrnnVty of the SntaUita Lines from the Unperturbed

Frequency, Ag n 11.981 Me,/Seo,. fon the M Sites in 001eramitt nt Room

fa>tntion 6° 0 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165

X

M,.3 42 22 5 10 34 46 40 ^22 3 9 32 50

Mm 42 49 30 8 3 20 40 47 33 11 6 21

Y M 40 44 40 37 27 15 5 1 8 19 29 36

Z

M 15 2 1 18 36 50 49 43 41 48 51 40 20

Mx/V 2 21 40 49 49 25 43 48 49 37 18 0
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of these sites consists of four syimetryequ.iveJ.ent sites which were 

denoted by the subscripts 1, 2, 3, and 4, as shown in Figi. Thus

and K are related by the Wwo-fold symmetry axis emd so are K-nnd K .3 4
Since K and K (or K and K^) are related by "the centre of symaetin, S7 E 

at these sites are identical; hence, at room tttfpeaturt, these two sites 

are simply denoted by K, - (or K , , ). The L and M sites are simj. arly
»-9**

denoted. The three lines arising from the transitions m ; *"3/2*--> ~ 1/2

and m . e l/2-> £1/2 were denoted by ( Vs, ? Kk ) and K , respectively; 

the subscripts Bn and sn were chosen so that ZX 9 = V^t — was

positive. hhesite ofthir a orignn wa ei.ndicate dyy asuperscrPpt , thus

t 9<n//3 . Each line occwrrtog in the reduced

spectrum should be denoted by the sujprscript P, „ , . (P s K, L, M) but,-L»<» a >4
for brevity, it was denoted simply by the suprsccipt P. The group of 

^nes S* , VC tn the T-rota^on and , ,

• Vc*'*  in the X— and ^-rotation and in Fig.5(a) wire denoted 

simply by Ve , since their frequencies were very close to 9, s (H^r. )/(lh).

IV. 3. For the quantitative frnsLysis of the sngQar dependence of 

the frequencies, the separations the satellite frequencies Vs,

and have been deducec. from tee Tables I - III for each siee , Mid.

are liiteei In TTbbie IV . IV. The relative sinns have teen choseze so

that b of Eq.(27) is pooitive. The experiments values of 9. J - c 

and ( t )/ L - , also deduced from Tables I - III,

are listed in Tables VII - VIII, respectively. The correeppondnng

experimental values for the sites K and L have not been considered since 

they are negligibly smll.



TABLE IX

EjaDorirmtaL Fowler Coeff dents, in Kc./Sec., for 11 Sites M in

CoOermnite at Room Temperature

Rotation Site a b c

X
642.17 711.03 1699.08

"2,4 640,50 708.00 -1697.77

I %,2,3.4 -675.67 609.17 246.27

z
”1,3 31.25 -1315.30 -402.17

”2.4 33.50 -1316.87 406.07

a P u r V

X
”1,3 -15.583 -6.230 -18.333 -14.033 18.767

”2.4 -15.500 -6.117 -18.833 13.250 -19.033
x ”1,2,3,4 -5.830 -24.870 2.500 12.750 -2.020

z ^1.3 -22.167 30.400 13.167 9.100 8.083
^,4 -22.333 30.667 12.750 -9.433 -8.217

n P u l V

X "1,3 26.250 0.917 16.000 0.417 -15.867

25.833 0.767 15.917 -1.283 15.733
X

1,2,3,4 25.083 17.900 -2.500 9.167 -1.883

z "b3 33.250 -20.133 -10.750 -6.300 -7.367
”2,4 33.417 -20.567 -10.333 6.683 6.650



TABLE X

Earoerirantal Fomier Coefficients in of the

Satellite Lines for the K and L sites in Colemnite

at Room Teweeaturf

fetation Sit. a b c

X *1.3 23.50 -5.75 -140.6

*2,4 21.52 -6.28 138.08
I K -7.75 29.95 -299.33

z *1.3 -11.80 -26.98 -210.48

4,4 -11.50 -26.40 209.17

X 43 -36.25 63.53 -44.42

L2.4 -36.67 63.50 45.00
I 4.2.3.4 -12.33 -83.85 130.00

z 4.3 44.53 22.66 -247.48

41,4 44.17 22.62 248.48



TABLE XI

A Comparison of the VtLues of A9 Predicted for Specified Crystal Orien
tations Assuming Possible Sign Cornbinaaions of Cz and C^, with the 

E^trr^rpn^.sti^S Masked Values of

Ok0 0° Site Sign
Cornbinntion A V

he. /}tc.

Sign 
Combinntion 6V

Kc / -M
Extrinbnttl

4V Kc
K1>3 tz

t
-321
-249

-4-

r_
-409
-161

326^
242

50 165 L 2,4
1,5 L +■

42
204

7

F 232
14

31
206

v 2,4Li 3 ’
’ K ,

X
4-

-1116
286

+
4- -808

-22
1130

3412,4
K1,3 k

K_ ,
+ 
+■

-249
-321

7 r i i t—
1

C C
r

O
 H 254

322
50 195 T 2,4L-) n

" • TLo / +- 
+•

204
42

r
7

14
232

195
39

V *
1>3 M

M2,4
+

4-
286 

-1116
f- -+~ -22 

-808
282

1086

K1 3-L , 9 v
Kp 4

* t
-4-

121 
-245

+ ±
t-

+-

169 
-293

125
240

80 45 T ‘Ll,3 t
l2 4

“* T
-r

305 
' -167

-183
321

305
1701/ 2,4

l1.3 M
„2,4

7
*

792 
-596

+ 6
190

749
675
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In order to determine the coefficients occ-^ring in Eqs.(18), 

(20), and (22), a h^wni- aneCLysis of th e^peejjmental restdts Hsfcd 

in Tables IV - VII has been carried out using the method of 12-point 

anaLysis by diittaker and Robinson (4l)» The values of these coeffi

cients for site M are listed in Table IX; those for sites K and L are 

listed in Table X.

The problem of determining the relative signs of the off- 

diagonal comooents of two VE’s, related by a two-fold symmetry £xis, 

was disoussed at length in Section 11.5. The sites M and M .
1»3 *»4

can be deebt with in a straightoortard way since they possess an appre-

ciable second-order term. Accordingly, the inspection o£ the sign in

front of r. in Table IX, reveals that, for M p r_ is positive, r_ 

is positive, rg is negative; for M* r_ is negative, ry. is pooitive,

and ?z is pooitive. It follows from Eqs.(21) that the signs of G; are: 

+ Cx, --Gy, -Cz for l^ , and -C^,-+C* , and + CK for M^ The off

diagonal tensor coim°nnnts follow from these values, using Eqs.(19).

The remaining two non-equivaLent sites, K and i, have to be deeGt 

with by the alternative mthod described in Chaptor II. Table XI

lists the values of AV calculated by means of Eqs.(36), using the two 

possible ormbinatirns of signs of C* and Cy. The experimental values 

of A V are listed in the last column. As can be seen, the following

combination o^ signs predicts the experimental results: "C*,  ^or 

Kl,3; 'v 'C« for -Cx. for Ll,, and + C*-  +O* for L),v

Table XI also lists the Mj ) and Nk,e sites. The agreement between the

ttewet.paLly predicted and tte exper^n^1 va^es of A V i.s e°r Or



TABLE III

Experimental Values of the Tensor Components in Kc./Sec..

for alJ E-^ Sites in Colemanite at Room Temperature.

Site Rotatic>n ^xx tyy ^Xy ^yz
X -47.00 17.75 29.25 140.60
I -37.70 15.50 22.20 299.33* z -39.32 14.82 24.50 210.48

Average -38.51 15.16 23.35

X -43.°4 15.24 27.80 -138.08
K2,4 I -37.70 15.50 22.20 299.33Z -37.90 14.90 23.00 -209.17

Average -37.80 15.20 22.63

X 72.50 27.28 -99.78 44.42Ll,3 7 71.52 24.66 -96.18 -130.00* Z 68.80 26.04 -94.84 247.48

Average 70.16 25.35 -95.51

XT vr 73.34 26.83 -100.17 -45.00
2>4 z 71.52

70.79
24.66
25.55

-96.18
-96.34 -248.48

-130.00

Average 71.16 25.11 -96.26
X

”1.3 J
-1284.34
-1284.84

1353.20
1351.34

-68.86
-66.50

-1699.08
-246.27* z -1284.05 1346.55 -62.50 402.17

Average -1284.41 1350.36 -65.95
X

M2,4 I
-1281.00
-1284.84

1349.15
1351.34

-68.15
-66.50 1697.77

-246.27’ z -1283.37 1350.37 -67.00 -406.07
Average -1283.07 1350.29 -67.22
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M sitea tecmM tte M sttes reflect n Psaliment error much more 

strongly than the K and L sites. However, the agreement for K and L

site, is eery good.

Using the values of ap and c ) liteed in Tables IX and X,

and Eqs.(19), the tensor components t ij may noe be cmcuLated. 

They aae listed in TTaie XII • The ealLues of tii deduced foom a and b
x x

for the K and L sites, though, have not been used in the averaging process 

because these coefficients carry a large experimental error. This

error arises chiefly from eery small separations between the satellite 

lines in the X-rotation, as compered with the other teo rotations. The

average ralurs listed in Table XII for each nuclear site have been used 

in eingonrlriaaion canlcULat-ons, using Eqs.(2S)-(t?). The remLtnig

values of the coupling constants and the asymmetry prfrMerrs are listed 

in the first and the third columns, respectively, in Table XXV. The

estimated experimental error is included. The direction cosines of the 

principal axes (x, y, z) o^ VE, with respect to (X, I, Z) axes, have 

been aa1ctLated with the aid of Eqs.(32) and (33), and are listed in 

Table XXVI for all the sites. The signs are relative.

IV. 4. At -40° C., as at room temprnrtwfr, the observation of the

spectrim consSsted o^ recording the n.a.r. spectrum of B over a

wide frequency range as the crystal of colemnnte was rotated in turn 

about the three axes (X, Y, Z) defined in Section III.2. Two sample 

chart ^cordin^ are re^cduwd in Fig^H-Ot^ add (1)) w-th thie fre- 

^^cy aauny 71 kc./sec. per chart iHt^Io0 and 138 kc./s^. ^r

c^s^-t dirision, ^s^ctieely. The speatfn in Fig.l°(d) wnr^ends



TABLE XIII

ExoE^e^imenEa-ly Meestured Va.ues of the B11 Resonance Frequencies
o C.in Fc./Sec. for the X-RoOation of Colemante at -AO

0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90° 105° 120° o
135 150° 165°

7.814
7. 53 7.848 7.815 7.957
7.967 7.747 8.435 8.139 8.133 7.849 7.744 7.970

8.346 8.813 7.763 8.497 8.174 8.581 8.585 8.173 8.436 7.760 8.817
8.383 8.866 8.764 8.896 8.366 8.597 8.601 8.365 8.494 8.757 8.872
8.931 8.933 8.825 8.914 8.420 8.607 8.929 8.615 8.409 8.898 8.818 8.934
8.933 8.946 8.908 8.937 8.906 8.629 8.934 8.6,32 8.904 8.915 8.906 8.9518.966 8.958 8.926 8.942 8.919 8.924 8.935 8.926 8.916 8.936 8.926 8.959
8.974 8.962 8.943 8.961 8.924 8.929 8.943 8.931 8.937 8.969 8.955 8.965
8.975 8.968 8.954 8.972 8.943 8.933 8.951 8.936 8.950 8.978 8.963 8.972
8.978 8.974 8.967 8.979 8.955 8.951 8.964 8.951 8.968 8.981 8.968 8.978
8.982 8.978 8.973 8.981 8.972 8.973 8.979 8.973 8.984 8.983 3.983 8.983
8.984 8.984 8.984 8.984 8.983 8.982 8.983 8.984 9.000 8.985 8.994 8.988
8.987 8.990 8.995 8.988 8.999 8.990 8.984 8.992 9.017 8.988 8.999 8.9948.990 8.995 8.999 8.990 9.016 9.015 8.995 9.019 9.028 9.007 9.018 9.000
8.991 8.999 9.017 9.008 9.027 9.037 9.007 9.036 9.045 9.013 9.028 9.0058.994 9.006 9.028 9.014 9.044 9.043 9.010 9.041 9.054 9.033 9.043 9.012
9.001 9.013 9.042 9.030 9.054 9.414 9.033 9.410 9.061 9.056 9.066 9.0319.002 9.033 9.063 9.036 9.066 9.4 39 9.039 9.434 9.556 9.074 9.231 9.227
9.703 9.233 9.227 9.056 9.553 9.473 9.079 9.465 9.601 9.495 9.293 9.268
9.733 9.281 9.288 9.078 9.602 9.494 9.084 9.487 9.881 9.552 10.218 9.07410.06610.218 9.484 9.883 9.917 10.152 10.236

10.234 9.549 9.920 10.180
10.152
10.181



TABLE XIV

EumMriimitallv MeBaured Values of the Resonance Frequencies 

in Mc»/Sec, for the Y-Rotation of Cl^eMin^.e at -4°O C,

0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90° 105° 120° 135° 150° 165°

8.711 8.880
8.937 8.917 8.818 8.635 8.335 8.375 8.524 8.738 8.890
8.941 8.931 8.851 8.827 8.640 8.455 8.359 8.305 8.410 8.556 8.843 8.896
8.944 8.942 8.864 8.832 8.839 8.471 8.943 8.340 8.864 8.830 8.850 8.902
8.951 8.948 8.947 8.925 8.843 8.891 8.958 8.926 8.869 8.836 8.894 8.904
3.966 8.972 8.957 8.935 8.921 8.896 8.961 8.932 8.937 8.907 8.909 8.911
8.975 8.977 8.963 8.959 8.978 8.924 8.967 8.974 8.962 8.932 8.971 8.960
8.982 8.981 8.986 8.985 8.981 8.983 8.982 8.983 8.984 8.987 8.984 8.986
8.991 8.986 9.006 9.037 9.054 8.993 9.002 8.997 9.009 9.041 9.057 9.053
9.009 9.000 9.020 9.046 9.126 9.046 9.009 9.014 9.039 9.066 9.074 9.058
9.031 9.022 9.104 9.135 9.130 9.078 9.013 9.044 9.104 9.131 9.120 9.064
9.036 9.032 9.115 9.142 9.400 9.083 9.027 9.050 9.110 9.137 9.128 9.076
9.072 9.041 9.122 9.235 9.409 9.534 9.618 9.633 9.575 9.460 9.310 9.172
9.079 9.054 9.247 9.551 9.644 9.663 9.606 9.485 9.327 9.179

9.061



TABLE XV

Experimentally Measmred Values of the B Resonance Frequencies 

in tao./So c. for the Z-Rotation of Colemnite at ~4Q° C.

o
0 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90° 105° o120 135 150° 165°

8.513
8.547 8.813 8.813
8.833 8.824 8.828 8.511

8.319 8.866 8.849 8.516 8.334 8.512 8.856 8.547 8.321
8.354 8.882 8.853 8.550 8.334 8.378 8.554 8.857 8.833 8.354
8.554 8.884 8.860 8.835 8.382 8.547 8.836 8.858 8.862 8.552

8.329 8.559 8.885 8.873 8.873 8.552 8.345 8.568 8.868 8.872 8.881 8.559
8.355 8.885 8.887 8.876 8.874 8.569 8.383 8.893 8.872 8.875 8.882 8.885
8.941 8.894 8.899 8.882 8.882 8.893 8.934 8.923 8.882 8.878 8.896 8.891
8.960 8.916 8.913 8.894 8.892 8.922 8.966 8.929 8.894 8.893 8.897 8.918
8.963 8.941 8.935 8.911 8.397 8.928 8.975 8.932 8.898 8.909 8.909 8.943
8.970 8.952 8.951 8.929 8.912 8.934 8.978 8.939 8.911 8.927 8.934 8.952
8.971 8.973 8.954 8.952 8.927 8.945 8.982 8.942 8.928 8.951 8.948 8.977
8.980 8.983 8.984 8.985 8.985 8.984 8.984 8.984 8.985 8.984 8.985 8.984
9.005 8.995 9.037 9.058 9.056 9.025 8.987 9.026 9.055 9.060 9.038 8.996
9.006 9.013 9.062 9.080 9.073 9.033 8.990 9.032 9.068 9.078 9.061 9.013
9.014 9.016 9.075 9.087 9.079 9.045 8.991 9.035 9.074 9.089 9.074 9.020
9.015 9.032 9.086 9.092 9.085 9.050 8.994 9.046 9.085 9.094 9.086 9.031
9.025 9.052 9.092 9.108 9.097 9.079 8.995 9.050 9.094 9.105 9.093 9.054
9.619 9.074 9.104 9.114 9.134 9.532 9.001 9.0'9 9.132 9.113 9.104 9.075
9.647 9.084 9.138 9.155 9.233 9.544 9.002 9.543 9.237 9.155 9.139 9.085

9.462 9.183 9.198 9.544 9.706 9.706 9.550 9.547 9.195 9.181 9.463
9.475 9.471 9.220 9.579 9.743 9.732 9.707 9.581 9.2 20 9.188 9.475
9.621 9.504 9.250 9.745 9.248 9.470 9.621
9.658 9.279 9.275 9.503 9.656



(a)

(b)

Fig* Ctert RsTOrdinfra of tho BP1 N. >li9 R, Spscrtrm in Colei^alte
at -40° C. SlK^wl^g (a) the TTi®cl Spectrum, (b) the TypiwQ Reduced 
Spectrum (for 6y s 150°). The Orientation of the Crystn. in the Case (a)
is Explained in' Table XX.



Fig. 11. The Rotation Pattern of tLl the B I-^^Lneas Lii Colemanite at
-40° C. for the Rotation About the X-Axis.



Fig. 12. Th© Roatiom pattern of* hhe Lines Depending S^oonfflv Upon
29x in Oolemnite at -40° C.



Fig. 13. The Rotation Pattern of slLI the B11 Lines in Coleowmite at
-40° C. for the Rotation about the Y-Axis.



Fig. 1A. The Rotation Pattern of all the B11 Lines in Colemanit-e 
at -40° C. for the fotation about the Z-Ajds.
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■to the ccysSta position which is defied n Table XX. The spec-rrrni in

Fig-10 (b) corresponds to 6 s 150°. Even -thiceLgh it was oM^ired vita a 

perfectly g^eral crysStQ orient^ion, Fig.lO(n) does not shoe tho observed 

maximum number of lines, because certain lines for the K sites overlap 

for this particular orientation. Tables XIII, XIV, and XV list hne fre

quences of ths ltnes at 15 intarvsls for tae X-. Y-. and Z-rotations,

respectively. As explained in Sectoon HI.4, additional maasurements

at 5° intervals have been made in order to establish the rotation pattern 

but are not listed in these tables. The resuLts listed in Table X11I

have been plotted in Figs.11 and 12. Those listed n Tables XV and XV

have been plotted in Figs.13 and 14, respectively. The jCrq<euenc±es

listed in Talb.es XIII - XV, and the scale of frequencies in Figs. 11-14, 

are different from their room temperature analogues, i.e,, Tables I - 

III and Figs. 6-9, respectively, because Vo in this case was 8.985 

mct/sec,, as compared to Vo ■ 11.981 mc./sec. at room tamppratime.

The line widths of moot of the lines were, as at room temperature, of 

the order of 5 kc./sec., measured In the usual way, and their relative 

intensities were independent of the crystal orientation One feat me

of the spectrum at -40° C. was found puzzling, namely, concistrctly
* *

* #than those tearing the seper8cript M, and K, . We shsai, however, 

return to this topic in Section IV.

An inspection of Figs.11-14 reveals that the rotation pattern connists 

of 27 curves in the X- and Z-rotaticns and 14 in the I-rotation . A 

conparitit of Figs.11-14 with their room tamtratat analogues, Figs.6-9,

smaier intensities of the lines bearing the suerrsc'ipt M- and

Talb.es
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confirms the following:

(a) The curves denoted by sujpescripts M*. M*. M*. and M*
1’2*3’ k

have comparable ampPitude Wth their room temprature analogues, i.e., 

the curves belonging to the sites 0° 3 end M . La thee seme wwa,
2,4

the curves Laving tlie subscripts K*, L* and I* are si^ar to the 

room tempprature curves belonging to the sites Kj and Lj. j, respectively.

(b) At -400 C., as at room temperature, stands out by

its great intensity, as exempPified by Figs.IO(a) and (b), and by its 

lack of angular depndence.

In consequence of this siMln-ity the spectral lines can be
ogrouped at -40 C. in exactly the same way as they wre grouped at room 

temperatwe .

(i) The first group contains 8 satellite lines (4 pairs).

(ii) The second group contains 4 central lines which, howwvvr, 

were not resolved and appeared as 2 lines, except for a smU splitting 

at certain crystal orientations.

(iii) The third group contains 16 satellite lines (8 pairs).

(iv) Vo represents 8 separate, hhough unresolved , central

lines.
We can conclude that the n.m.r. spectJum of B11 in colemanite at - 40 C.

contains 36 lines Md therefore tae unit cel! of c^eiwdte at -4O0 C. 

contains 12 boron sites at which VE differs in some respect.
o

We can establish the point group of colemanite at -40 C. as 

follows. The presence of the 12 boron sites per writ cell of colen8bite

at -40° C. which 0 differs In s 0 me respects prows trt the crystal
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ha6 lost the contre oF syrn^ry. Rferring now to Figs.11, U,

tt can le -t^t t^he pattern is syM^-^tric wth i^sp^t to

6 s 0 fund 90 , and -ttat the reduct spectnm occurs at th^ crystrl 

o^irr■trti^ors. n^aoC1) and 13 show taat the redu^d

occurs throughout the entire T-rotation. Hence, the Y-axis muit be

p^r’^rlel to a tao-^ld ax.s or to the iwml to a Mrror

plane, but it cannot le pariT-iel. to loth of them sim-ltm eon siy since the 

crystal structure is no longer centrosymmetric. The point group is

therefore either 2 or m.* Ircidenn^rL1y, the fact that there are 12

*In the next chapter we shsa^l establish that the point group of cdman-te 
at -40° C. is 2.

sites d^trctrllr by the n.m.r. method at -40° C. ^tallishc* ^so 

the centrosymmr:ric structure of coiemmite at room

The logic behind the system of classification of the lines 

wiil now become dear. In the foregoing pages we stressed the simierity

between the room temperature and -40° C. spectra. This simiarity

will deepen even more on coIm>eairg the corresponding quadrupoie coupUng 

conntants and the orientation of the principal axes of the tensor 

at the two teimpraamres, In view this it should not be surprising
o that it has been possible to assign each line of the spectrum at -40 C. 

to its parent line at room remperat ire. The disappearance o^ the centre

symieery has caused any two sites, formeriy related by the centre, 

to become non-eqld.VEr.ent, i.e., the two identical VE’s at room tempera

ture have become ron-equiv^r.rrt at -40 C. In accordance with this, 

the room rem]X!ratufr sites are denoted ly 9+3? the two sites at
_ > •

-40° C. are denoted by P9 and Pj+2 aS follows:



TABUS XVI

The Separations, in Kc^See.. of the B~^ Satellite Lines for the K* Sites in Colemanite at -40° C«
Ro

ta
tio

n

0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90° 105° 120° 135° 150° 165°

*
K1 5 -41 -85 -88 -61 -17 43 105 138 141 117 61

X
K*2 5 67 116 142 135 108 43 -18 -67 -97 -87 -41

4 19 -67 -116 -142 -120 -64 15 100 157 176 160 97

4 20 100 155 182 100 108 16 -68 -126 -141 -117 -67

Kl 2 43 -110 -240 -303 -283 -192 -48 112 235 295 285 186
I

K *K3,4 16 -137 -271 -315 -291 -182 -35 124 246 307 270 108

K*
1 -48 -136 -199 -219 -187 -99 5 103 170 185 152 68

z
K* -48 64 149 186 176 99 5 -103 -180 -222 -205 -136

4 -34 -136 -201 -219 -187 -99 19 127 203 211 177 68
k*
4

-36 64 176 205 203 128 20 -93 -180 -222 -205 -136



TABLE XVII

The Separations, in Kc./Sec.. of 'the B^~ Satellite Lines for the L Sites in Cole^nite at -4°° C.
Ro

ta
tio

n

0° 15° 300 45° 60° 75° 90° 105° 0120 135° 150° 165°

L*
1 13 -21 -63 -99 -120 -119 -99 -68 -32 10 36 35

X
12 31 32 11 -27 -64 -98 -115 -126 -97 -63 -22

36 12 -22 -53 -84 -108 -90 -68 -32 4 36 43

5 35 44 32 7 -27 -64 -90 -105 -91 -56 -26 10

Y

*
LL,2 -99 -28 43 102 133 122 84 23 -47 -109 -148 -142

L3,4 -90 -9 73 121 133 122 55 -23 -102 -159 -180 -154

h 84 -22 -102 -147 -144 -80 13 117 203 247 242 184

Z
«■; 84 180 238 24.8 203 117 12 -84 -144 -151 -104 -19

*
54 -91 -210 -265 -223 -117 36 186 296 342 306 200

*
L4 55 199 305 342 299 186 35 -117 -222 -257 -211 -88



TABLE XVIII

The Separations, in Kc./Sec,, of the Satellite

Lines for the M*  Sites in ColeiEoaiti at -40° 0.

St
at

io
n

0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90° 105 120° 135° 150' 165°

£ 1387 2113 2455 2304 1709 844 -74 -795 -1147 -1001 -413 451

X
M 1387 468 -402 -997 -1138 -807 -74 833 1708 2303 2458 2117

M*
3

1320 2099 2487 2367 1781 897 -69 -849 -1236 -1116 -536 355

£ 1320 367 -524 -1114 -1236 -858 -69 886 1779 2365 2492 2104

Y
M *
1»2 -68 -39 -165 -429 -774 -1096 -1309 -1358 -1231 -961 -616 -299

mM -61 -22 -152 -403 -760 -1063 -1259 -1293 -1165 -904 -572 -270

- £ -1318 -1339 -991 -367 360 992 1387 1411 1069 447 -285 -923

Z
£ -1318 -921 -299 455 1063 1409 1387 1003 369 -363 -992 -1335

£ -1264 -1267 -923 -322 360 963 1323 1329 993 391 -306 -904

£ -1264 -903 -299 397 394 1324 1323 975 369 -320 -923 -1267



TABLE XIX

EserimmtaL Fomier Cooffioients, in Kc./Sec., of the Separations 

of the SateHite Lines for all Sites in Colemanl.te at -40° C.

Rotation Site a b 0

■ 26.50 -19.91 -114.72

x
25.50 -18.82 117.78

4 17.92 0.38 -160.15
r*
“4 19.00 0.85 162.45

I

*
C -1.67 45.43 -300.20

km -8.33 25.02 -310.17
s'

-17.08 -21.73 -203.35

rj
K°K> -17.92 -22.98 203.98

Z M 
s -5.92 -26.03 -218.35
K2 -6.33 -29.12 216.53

-*3.92 58.10 -54.07

x
L2 -*3.83 55.63 54.67

-27.17 65.17 -31.30
-27.58 63.35 34.37

I
-5.56 -91.88 106.47

L3,4 -17.75 -73.48 141.27
h‘ 49.58 36.63 -198.98

z L* *8.33 36.72 199.28
* r 

L3 42.83 10.68 -300.05
L*

4 43.83 10.82 298.67



TABLE XIX (Continued)

Rotation Site a b c
♦ 652.75 729.83 1652.08

B* 654.67 736.68 -1647.65
X 2

625.00 695.93 1743.10

626.00 702.85 -1740.38

I
“1*2 -695.42 614.25 263.22

M3»4 -660.33 597.65 242.42

36.92 -1349.57 -409.48

>c 38.17 -1351.58 404.85
z

“3 31.00 -1290.58 -360.15

33.83 -1291.62 359.18
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* M * 4t
The SRmmtry-equivalent sites at -40 C. are P, and P , or P and P . 

*234
In aLl other respects the noeenclatirt has been preserved.

IV. 5« The quantitative analysis of the anngJar dependence of the

n.nnr. Lines has been performed in the same way as described in 

Section IV.3. The values of the separation between the satellite Lines,

AV have been deduced from Tables XIII - XV and are Listed in Tables XV, 

XII and XIII for each of the K*, l* and M* sRes, respectively. The 

values of > and of Vi ~ have not been Listed since they are

not essentiaL in the andysis of the spectra at -40° C. (see, hoxwver, 

beLow). The Fourier amaL.ysis of the data in TabL.es XVI - XVII has

been carried out as described in Section IV. The resuLting values of 

the coefficients a*, b^, ci are Hsled in Table 1IX for aH the sites.

According to the evidence presented in the previous section,
M ♦ ♦ •the sites P" and P , or F, and P , are rented by a two-foLd syieetry aXLsj
1 2 > 4

therefore they possess numerically identical PE's which differ only

TabL.es


TABLE XX

A Comparison of the Values of AV Predicted for S?ecif 
°rientrtion. Assw.lr^ the Possible eivn ComWna^n1 of Cz find Cx, 

with the Exasrippenal Values oi Av .

Site Sign 
Combination AV

Kt./
Sign

Combinntion aV 
KC- />«C

Experimental.
|aV| kc./ze

♦
K1

— t 322 £ + 292 3U

k2 + -r + 270 £ t 300 258

S — + 322 ■ r 290 314

r 
+ ■ 260 A- * 292 258

— -123 y -151 127

*
L2

-t- 
-t- -162 T -133 166

•
L3 — -152 ± -196 152

t -202 £ -158 196



TABLE XXI

Corjponentg, in Ke./Sec.. of the Tensor T7!! for 

the B1* Sites K in Colemanite at ~40° C.

Site Rotatim *^xx tor ^xy ^>2. y^x

X -53.00 6.58 46.42 114.72
*
s Y -47.10 3.34 43.76 300.20

Z -38.81 4.65 34.16 203.35

X -51.00 6.68 44.32 -117.78
* K
2

Y -47.10 3.34 43.76 300.20
Z -40.90 5.06 35.84 -203.98

X -35.84 18.30 17.54 160.15
*

Y -33.35 16.66 16. (f) 310.17
Z -31.95 20.11 11.84 218.35

X -38.00 19.85 18.15 -162.45
‘I Y -33.35 16.66 16.69 310.17

Z -35.45 22.79 12.66 -216.53



TABLE XXII

Components, in Kc./Sec., of the Tensor ^ij for
‘IT# Othe B11 Sites L i,n Colemanite at -4° C.

Site Rotation ^yy ^22 ^xy

X 87.84 14.18 -102.02 54.07
*

h I 86.38 11.00 -97.38 -106.47

Z 86.21 12.95 -99.16 198.98

X 87.66 11.80 -99.46 -54.67
* 

b Y 86.38 11.00 -97.38 -106.47
Z 85.05 11.61 -96.66 -199.28

X 54.34 38.00 -92.34 31.30
*

b Y 55.73 35.50 -91.23 -141.27
Z 53.51 32.15 -85.66 300.05

X 55.16 35.71 -90.93 -34.37

$ Y 55.73 35.50 -91.23 -141.27
Z 54.65 33.01 -87.66 -298.67



TABLE mil

Comjonents. in Ke,/Sec., of the Tenaor '11 for

the Sites M* in Colemanite at -40° C.

Site Rotation Y'xx iPyy 'J'ii V'ys:

X -13C5.5O 1382.58 -77.08 -1652.08
M*

1
I -1309.67 1390.84 -81.17 -263.22
z -1312.65 1386.49 -73.84 409.48

X -1309.34 1391.35 -82.01 1647.65
* 

M2 I -1309.67 1390.84 -81.17 -263.22
z -1313.41 1389.75 -76.34 -404.85

* 
M

3

X -1250.00 1320.93 -70.93 -1743.10
Y -1257.98 1320.66 -62.68 -242.42
z -1259.58 1321.58 -62.00 360.15

•
X -1252.00 1328.85 -76.85 1740.38

"4 I -1257.98 1320.66 -62.68 -242.42
z -1257.79 1325.45 -67.66 -359.18



TABIU XXIV

Averages of the Components. in Kc./Sec,, of the Tensor V ij

for all B~'3 Sites in Colemnite at -40° C.

0xx Wyy Wz2 Wxy Wyz ^zx

*
Kl»2 -46.318 4.943 41.375 203.665 116.250 300.20
K *
34

-34.657 19.062 15.595 217.440 161.300 310.170

*1,2 86.587 12.090 -98.677 19*9.130 54.370 106.470
#

S.4 54.853 34.988 -89.841 2*99.360 32.835 -141.270

*
M1,2 -1310.040 - 1388.642 -78.602 407.165 1649.865 -263.220
*3,4 -1255.888 1323.021 -67.133 359.665 1741.740 -242.420
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in the orientation their principsd axes. We encoirnter . therefore,

the same problem of assigning tte approppiate signs to the off-diagonal 

components of VE, However, n view of he. similarity of he spectumn

at -AO C. to that ait ooom eempiratrre, one expects -hast VE's at the

sites i^e, , p^ and 1^-2 should be similar, i.e., their corresponcdinn

off-diagonal cooppnnnts should have the same signs. In hhe caee <ff
*

the M sites this can be easily established simply by inspecting the 
M* .

curves Vc ' in Figs. 11-14. ndd noting that they have the smee

shape as their analogues at room t^empeatrre, i.e., they contain nearly 

the same cocfficient r. neasmred at the same Ho. In the case of the
* *K and L sites, however, this cannot be so easily established and there

fore an additional measwement was done in the manner indicated in 

Section II.5. The resULts of this masurement are presented in Table XX,
* *where only the K and L sites are listed. As cm be seen, h^e off-

~ *diagonal compnnnts o^ V E’s at sites P| and P , mat have the same 

signs as those at the sites P* i+2» since they predict the experimenta 

resiUts. AcnomppIlying Table X is h^e dagr*ms nndicaingg hee cyrstal

orientation at which the mmasirre^me^'t was done. IncideItolty, hee

spectrim of Fig.10(a) also corresponds to this crystal orientation.

The nrramrical values of an, b^ and . . in Table XIX have teen 

used to determine the tensor cIInoopInts, , ij, for each of the sites.
# * *

Tables XII, XII and XIII list the resists for K , L and M sites, 

respectively, and Table XIV lists the averages for ai the sites. The 

resuits in Table XIV have been used in the diag^^sa^^ process whdch 

was carrien out in tte urad way. The matting vjlLues of hhe quadrupole



TABLE XXV

Qiaddrua>le Coupainv Conatnhtr rnd Assypptry Pr^pnoe^^r rt Roop 

TeIpapat1trp rnd rt -40° C. rt the B-~^ ^tes nn Ceosrrritr.

Boron 
Sites

Quadrupole Coupling Constimt , Asywmtryr Paramter.

Room Temp. -40° C. Room Temp., -40° C.

K1,K2 0.421 £ .005 0.57* .01
0.436 £.002 0.48 £ .01

k3»K4 0.462 £.005 0.43 £ .01

0.259 + .005 0.861 .010.309+ .002 0.83 * .01
L3’\ 0.359 * .005 0.79 * .01

MpM2 2.521 1.03 0.086 ± .001
a,* If 2.540 1.003 0.05810.001
Vi 2.5521 .003 0.023 ± .001



TABLE XXVI

Direction Cosines of the Principal (x, y, z) Axes of V E with 

Respect to the (X, Y. Z) Ates at all * Sites in Coleimiite

at Room Temperatiwe, The Two Sets of Signs Given for Each Set

of Cosines Refer to the Two Sites Related by the Two-Fold Axis.

The Signs Are Relative Only.

Boron 
Sites

Ads
X

Principal Axes 
y z

X + 0.138 t 0.005 >0.781 t 0.005 10,609 ± 0.005
K Y + 0.827 t 0.005 + 0.247 - 0.005 + 0.505 r0.005

Z + 0.545 i 0.005 ±0.574 ± 0.005 ±0.611 ± 0.005
X ± 0.258 ± 0.005 ±0.60)3 ± 0.005 + 0.754 ± 0.005

L Y - 0.527 ± 0.005 -0.567 ± 0.005 -0.633 ± 0.005
Z + 0.810 t 0.005 ±0.561 t 0.005 ± 0.172 + 0.005
X + 0.115 ± 0.002 + 0.991 ±0.002 +0.123 ± 0.002

M Y - 0.538 t 0.002 + 0.126 ± 0.002 ' 0.826 ± 0.002
Z +0.835 t 0.002 +0.036 ± 0.002 + 0.549 t 0.002



TABLE xxii

Direction Cosines of ths Principal (x.y.z) Area of E with Respect 
to the (l.Y.Z) Ares at all B11 Sites in Colenmnite at "40° C. The 
Two Seta of Signa Given for Each Set of Cosines Refer to the Two

Sites Related by the Twofold Arie. The Signs Are Reeative.

Boron 
Sites

Aris
X

Principal Ares 
y z

X £ 0.078 ±0.01 ±0.786 ±0.01 ±0.613 ±0.01

Kl*2 Y + 0.830 ± 0.289 +- 0.476

Z £ 0.552 ±0.546 + 0.631

X t 0.184 tO.01 ±0.775 ±0.01 £0.604 ±0.01

Y -0.831 -0.206 -0.517

Z ± 0.525 ±0.597 £0.606

X r0.295 to.01 ±0.544+0.01 £0.785 ±0.01
T*Ll,2 Y -0.566 -0.562 -0.603

Z £ 0.770 ±0.623 ±0.142
X £ 0.208 ±0.01 ± 0.649 ±0.01 ±0.731 + 0.01

*
L3»4 Y + 0.409 t-0.590 - 0.657

Z ±0.858 £ 0.480 £0.182

X ± 0.005 ±0.002 £0.992 ±C)(X)2 ± 0.126 ±0.002

*1,2 Y -0.544 -0.108 -0.832

z i0.839 £0.064 £0.541

#
X £ 0.018 to.002 ±0.993 ±0.002 £ 0.113 ±0.002

M 43,4 Y + 0.559 ±0.103 ±0.823
Z £ 0.829 ±0.050 ±0.557
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coupling constants and the asyrnratry parameters, and their estmated 

experiranta! rnrrore, are listed in the second and forn-th (jolum^ of 

Table XXV. The resulting values of the direction tsosira of tte
A.

principal axes °f vE with respect to the (X, I, Z) axes, and the Mtimated 

experimntiLl error, are listed in Table XXII. The resuLts listed in 

Tables XXV - XXVI win be discussed in Copter V of this thesis.

IV • 6, P or the investigation of the temperature dependence of the 

resonance lines, the crystal was accurately aligned so that its T-eadLs 

coincided Wth the rotation adLs. This choice of orientation was made 

for the following reasons. Firstly, at room temperature the lines are 

m>rt« intense for this orientation. Secondly, for this crystal orien

tation any departure from the room tempeeature symmetry shows up in an 

obvious way. Thirdly, the alignment of the Y-axis pa’iOLlel to the 

rotation axis could be made to better than 10 mnutes. Each of the 

three sites, K, L and M, were examined; K sites were examined at 

9y = 35° whhle L and M sites were examined at 0y ; 149°- The inveeti-

gation of these sites consisted of recording the satellites at selected 

temperatures over the range t52° C. to -136° C.

We shall first describe the results obtained over the temjpera- 

ture range+-25° C. to -16° C., which includes the Curie eoint. Table

EXIII lists the observed values of the sepwation of the satellite lines

belonging to the K, L and M sites. Because the changes of the lines 

were quite small, sepearations rather than actual 1 ’requencies of the 

satellite lines have been used to eliminate the errors due to drift of 

the field. The values listed in Table XTCIII are plotted in



I

Fig. 15. Temperature Dependence of a Selected Set of Satellite Lines for ni B11 Sites in Colemanite for
0y = 35° (K Sites) and for 0y = 149° (L and M Sites).
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Fig’15 and the directios of to^ratore cycling is tndtotek

An uispe^tiiM °f Fig.15 revels that there is no clee.r-cut 

trai8it±on tornJerato:-e is asamad to cotocide with the tornperatm’e

at wMch the oines are first split . Fol°Lowing are the te^m^ur^ at

Wh.ch the splitting cOtarly occurred tor various setellOtoss

M L K

-2.0° C.f -2.0° C. * -3.0° C. t

-1.0° c. -1.9° C. * -2.7° C.

-2.0° c.i -2.5° C.*
o i0.1 C. r 0.1° C. v

The arrow pointing up indicates that the crystal temperature was being 

increased, while the arrow pointing down indicates that it was being 

decreased. The scatter of the tenjpratou*e8  at which the splitting was 

first observed is unlikely to be due to trrors in the measurements op 

the crystal temppraturea since great care was exercised to ensure that the 

tomcat uTta, masured by the thermocouple, corresponded to that of 

the crystal. The variation in the splitting point is probably directly

coiusectod with the history of the crystal, i.e., with the rate at which 

it has been cooled or warned up, with the amount of strain present in the 

crystal, etc. Fiurther details of the results obtained are:

(a) Broadening of the lines belonging to the site M occurs 

at about +1° C. irrespective of the direction of tempBrattu’e cycling.

(b) There is a consistent increase in the values of AM for 

site M wldch stmts at about +10° C. and persists until the lints sepsarate.



TABLE XXVIII

Separation, in Kc./Sec.. of the E Satellite Lines in Colemanite 
at Various Temperatures. M and L Sites Were Measured at 8y e 149 

K Sites at 8v - 35°.
o

Decreasing Crystal Temperatures

Sites
°C.

25 18.2 15.9 11.7 9.7 7.3 6 4.6 3.4
M 602 602 602 602 604 605 606 607 606
L 166 169 167 167 165 165 167 167 165
K 278

°C.
Sites 2.9 1.4 0 -0.7 -1 -1.2 -1.6 -1.9 -2.7

M 607 606 608 608 607 612 613 611 616
166 166

605 600 603 598 597L 166 166 164 170 163 170 171
V 161 160u 278 277 275 277 276 277

°C. 274
ites -2.9 -3.3 -3.4 -4.2 -5.6 -6.8 -7.5 -8.4 -16
M 616 615 618 619 619 620 622 625
L

597 599 597 596 595 593 592 590 590173 175 174 173 174 175 178 177 177
K

162
278

159
278

160
280

156
280

156
279

155
280

153
283

154
281

151
284276 275 275 274 272 271 271 271 267

Increasing Crystal Temperatures

Sites
°C.

—14. i8 -11.9 -10.8 -4.3 -2.6 -2.5 -2 -1
M

L

626
592
178

626
593
176

626
594
176

618
599
174

609
604
167

612
604.
168

609
608
166

608

166150 152 151 160 162 162

Decreasing Crystal Temperatures°C. oueix JLWIQperatur■es
Sites 27 13.6 11.7 3.7 1 0.1 -0.3 -0.6

M

L

600 602 605 604 607 609
600

611
600

611
603J-O ( Ibf 166 167 167 168

162
167
162

166
163



TABLE XXIX

Seepnatons. in Kc./Sec^ of the B11 ^taWlte ^.nes i.n Colemmnita

nt Various TeriJeee^thCts for 8y ■ 149° •

Sites °C. 52 47 43 40 37 33 32 29 25

M 598 597 598 598 598 599 600 600 60

L 170 170 170 168 170 169 168 168 167

Decreasing Crystal Temperat-iu'ea

Sites
°C.

-46 -50 -60 -62 -75 -84 -126

633 633 636 637 640 640 Incomplete
M 644

588 587 587 587 591 589 Incomplete

L * - 180 •
- - 140 -

Increasing Crystal Temperatures

Sites
°C.

-136 -99 -90 -87 -68 -60 -44 -38 -29 -22
645
630

647
629

643
634

643
635

642
631

639 637
Z ort

M e
410) r4

596
578

596
577

596
583

594
584

631
593
582

034
595
586

6J2
592
583

630
589

628
589

L oV c M
175
137 138

178
141

• 178
140

- - 177
147



1 1 • n DePendencg of a Selected Set of Satellite Lines for L and M
Sites m Coleimiite for 0y - 149 u .
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As a final step in this investigation, the sp^tmrn of 0 - 149° 
y

was at cryst^ ternp^atures covering the rau^s +52° C. to room

temp^rature and -22° C.to -136° C. Table XU lists the s^tlm

between the satellite lines belonging to the sites L and M. The resULts 

listed in Table XIX, and some resULts for sites L and M listed in 

Table XXIII, are plotted in Fig.16. Referring to Flg.16, there occurs

a slight increase in the values of for site X and a slight decrease

in this value for site L as the temperature is lowered from +52° C. 

to room temeej^tm'e. The resets obtained in the temperature range
o o-22 C. to -136 C. indicate that an additional splitting of the lines 

belonging to the site X occurs at about -80° C. Wth decreasing tempura- 

tures, and at about -3S° C. with increasing tempMeatrn'es. The satellite

lines belonging to the L site were broadened under exactly the same 

circtmJtances. These broadenings (L site), and the additional split

tings (M site), couLd arise fron two sources. First, the crystal has

been mseaLigned, or second, the crystal has undergone an adddtionaL 

transition. The first case cannot be true. The crystal orientation

was repeatedly checked for msaLijnment before and after each set of 

masureiueens. In order to eliminate the posssbility of msalijnment

due to anisotropic thermal contraction of the crystal platform, a perspex 

platform was used in addition to a lucite platfora. These precautions

did not influence the above results. The second case mist therefore

be tnie, i.a., colemainte undergoes an additional transition. Fig.16

shows that this newly discovered transition is chfn-acterised by a large
O OthermaL hysteresis loop extending from about -3S C. to about -80 C.
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The fact that the lines belonging to the sites M o and M_ . are split, - 3|4
and those belonging to the sites I„ o and L, , are broadened, indicates

-i-

that the two-fold rotation axis has disappeared. In other words, the

point group of colemanite in this phase is the triclinic point group 1.



CHAA1TE V

DISCUSSION

V. 1 Let us first discuss tte room temperature res^ta. The {jyranwtry

pro^tles of colenanite have been studied by other workers using three 

independent methods and following are the conclusions as to its symmetry 

at room teejPsatureL

(a) X-ray analysisi centrosymmetric, point group 2/m (Clhlst

et bLl,'54).

(b) Dlstsctrlc breakdown studies: centrosymneeric (Daalsson/56).

(c) PJn•ontsctrSc and titzzoettcCrlc studies: non-centrosymmetrlc 

(Daaissoni z5<6).

it appears from the above that the evidence for the ctntro8ymetric 

stiucture is not conclusive. Dadisson (?56) has pros»sed that the

structure of colemndte remains essentiaLly ctntroojm^■^rlc at aLl 

temppeatwes, viz. including the room ttmjpsature, and that the 

asymmtry may be due to slight displacements of certain coniSituents, 

presumably the light atoms, from ctntrosymr)ee^ic ^slttons.

As was stated in Chapter i, one o ) our objectives was to check 

the point group o^ colemanhe at room ‘remperature. As described in 

Chapter IV, the resuLts supplied an unambiguous answer supporting 

the ctntrosymwtrlc point group 2/m.

At this point one should enquire into the origin of this con

troversy, viz. the evidence from the titzzoeesctrSc and ejyoeeRctrSc

59
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studieB* Norrn^y, in eaSeS s^ch as this. one wuld te touted to

accept the ^stto of the pprotecdric and piezzolectric Judies in 

preference to the x-ray and telectric eeaaddowt restate since hhe sUght 

fr°m c^i^sonmoetr^ p)lltims, if s^h ^st, re U^y 

to be Wto the cight atoms wMch have relati^ly llttle

influence on the X-ray and eielrctrCc breakdown resets. However,

Clhyrowth (57) has 3uggested that an ideal crystal of coOemhaite 

would show no py^oeee^c^ric and piezzoelectric effect at room tempeeaarn•l. 

According to Choyioweth, the pyweeecCIic behaviour at room tempprature 

can be explained by either a space-charge field inside the crystal 

restting in an induced polarisation when the crystal is in the para

electric state or by a shift of the transition ren]pratuIo in puds of 

the crystal as a resHt of strains. It is interesting to recL.1 at

this point that in our preliminary study we encountered many colemanite 

crystals eXh.biting excessively broad lines, a fact wkdch can be blamed 

on the existence of strains in a single crystal

V. 2!. It is interesting to spectate on a possible correlation bewween 

the electric field gradient tensors found in this work and the boron 

positions proposed by dhist et al. (54) • They poopoee "that het trees 

boron atoms in the asymetrie unit are located near the centres of two 

slightly distorted 0^ iltrtlldra and a slightly distorted 0^ triangle.

In the discussion to follow it Wil be assumed that only the
A- 

oxygen nlaIlsi-neighbwuIs make significant contributions to VE at each 

of the boron sites. let us first consider a BO^ unit. At hhe centre
A.

of a perfect tetrahedron the symmetry is cubic so that 7 E muut be
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^uU^11 zero. m , 81ih^Uy disced tetr^™n, however, one
voided expect ft to u spall at the centre, ^oigh it need M longer 

be zero, but theae seeps to he no reason to expeot UM asysratry pa^- 

pter to take any n^eciflc value v^t,hto its rage ( 04 £ £ | ) or tto 

oritcioal axes to point ta uny soecifix direction. Considw^g now

a 8° unit, the s^try pf '"e at he, centre °f an trt^e

aequiaes that 9 he zero and that the s*̂̂ p^anaciaL. be ulrag Wie normal

to the plane of the tXtogle. ttaeess hie Oj tr-ingd. Is gneetly dis

torted, 9 should still he sipll at the boron site. AS so , one might

reasonably expect *7 E to be larger at the boron site near the centre of 

the Slightly distorted equilateral triangle than at the boron sites at 

the centres of the slightly distorted tttrehoira because in the tritrngle 

the average B - 0 distance is shorter than in the tttrrhoirr (Ciudst 

et ali'54) smd the eypit,ey is not as close to being cubic . As shown

in Table XXV, we have indeed found that the quadrupole coupl ing con- 

strnts et the b. sCttS K rnd 1 are anil rnd the values of _ are not 

unuBuatl whereas the quadrupole coupling constant is considerably larger 

rnd _ cs very sml1 at the B1* sHes M. Aso, it folloara from the

atopic coordinates, made available to us through the co^tesy of

Dr. C, 1, Cthrst of the U. S. GeippixA Survey, that the z-princiorl
/V

axis of ny e at the sites M is nearly norptl to the plane of the 0^ 

triangle. This is shown by the direction cosines with respect to the 

1 x c, bn c iirnctl^ocSn 1cstpi be1pw:

axis - -
——
d x c

--• 
D

-9 a

Direction cosines of z-orinciorl axis aui3._ -0.826 -0.549

Direction cosines_ _of normal to olane_ 0.109 -0.843 -0.527 , 
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These arguments strongly suggest that the boron sites K and L are in the 

O4 mrahed^ and the M sites are in the 03 t^^0

Incidentallyf tt is °f Merest to note that the n.m.r. ikudy 
of tho B1 siies in teraite (Waterman and Volkoff/55) revealed ttet 

the electric fa-e^ o^ttog beion sites C and D (usig Waterarn

and ftlkott^ nommoleture) are very simiar to those Our sitee

K and Lj while the elee^c fteUe exists at b^crn sit^ E and F 

are very simlar to those at our sites M. We sinmari-ee oiu*  and

Waterman and Volkoff's results below:

kernite C D E F

2 0.54 0.60 0.163 0.117
Q(^.c. (Oc./sec.) 645 588 2563 2567

colemitte K L M

2 0.48 0.83 0.058

Q.c.c. (kc/Zsee.) 436 309 2540

In view of this similarity, we suggest that kernite contains two BO.
4 

tetrahedra and two BO3 triangles in the asymmetric ludt, contrary to 

the results of X-ray analysis by Portoles (4,7, 48). This ddea s

supported by Dr. dhrst (private ctmlmuhcanitn) on the basis of tonimrto’a 

(66) X-my analysis of borax. The structure of borax which, except for

the water of hydration, has the same chemoal formula as kerinLte, con

tains two BO tttraiiedra and two BO3 triangles in its na;ymetrie urnt. 

Also, Dr. Cihist suggested that, since kernite is derived from borax, 

kernite mist contain infinite chains whose urtt is formed by two BOr



Fig. 17. Stereogram of the Principal Axes of VE at the B11 Sites M in 
Colemanite at Room Temperature and at -40° C., and of the Nearest- and the 
Next-Nearest-Neighbours as Seen by B1A Boron Atom in Colemanite.



Fig. 18. Stereogram of the Principal Axes of VE at the B11 Sites L in
Cole^nite at Room Temmratnre and at -40° C., and of the Neefest- and the
Next-Nearest-Neighbours as Seen by B2A Boron Atom in eolernonite.



Fig. 19. Stereogram of the Principal fxes of VE at the B11 Sites K in 
Colemnite at Room Ternperatur0 and at -40° C., and °f the Nearest- and the 
Next-Neerest-Neighbours as Seen by B^ Boron Atom in Colemnite.
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tetrahedra and two BOp triangles.

We have attCT^pted to correlat,e closely our results with the 

structure of colemanite as proposed by Cc*hst et al. ('54, also private 

coimplication mntioned eealier). We umwiriee our. findings nn

Figs.17, IS and 19, which are stereograms of tie principal axes ofPE’s 

at the sites M, L and K, respectively. The direction cosines in

Table XXVI were used in this plot. IncSidled in Figs. 17-19 are the

directions of the nearest- and the next-nearest-neighbosrs as seen by 

the three borons in the asymmetric suit. Let ss denote one arbitrarily

chosen asymn-mtria unit as follows:

BO3 Bs-°lA-o2A-o4A

two B04 tetrahedra: b2A-^O1a-^O5A-O2A-O3A and B3A-°7A"05a-06A-04A

water molecule: 0gA and cal dim ion, Ca^.

Two other asym■utrlc mits, B and C, appearing in Figs.17-19, are derived 

from A by the operation of the a glide plane and the 2p axis, respectively. 

The esymmn^:La unit D is derived from C by the operation of the glide 

plane. The 2j axis is at 1/4 a and Oxc whereas the glide plane is at 

1/4 b, where a, b, c are the mint cell dmnnions. The nommalL oo hhe 

°X plane of the BOj triangle is indicated by N in Fig.17. It should be 

rotittd that the iM^im of the B11 sites L and K in Ure som rt^w- 

grams as B.. and B^, respectively, does not imply that these sites are 

identical. As can be seen .n yig.l7, N is p^all^ to within 10, to 

the z-principal axis. The other two principal axes, x and y, are nearly 

parcel. to the B-^-O^ and B^-BA lines, respoctively. Re^rdhng toe

K and L sites shown in Figs. 18 and 19, there seems to be no elnar-rsn

sumMai.se
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| carreepondence between their principal axes and the neighbouring atoms

as seen by both tor on.s , B ... bba, except that the z-^is °T K .s

paral«L, to />, to the B24 - BB3A dlrec»lon and so is the

of L, to within 1 1/2 . This fact appears to to s^ific^t to ttot 

one couLd picture the electr°n-cloud of the totenrtmi^ o^gens, 0, , 

^2A nru' ^1A s 6e diatoi-ttJd by the torons, wM.^ fact to torn ^ntoibutos 

sigiificantly to the non-sptoeical symrmtry of V E's a tto sites K 

and L. seems to stand out in another respect. Fig.17 shows that

the y-axis of 7E at the sites M is nearly pwaiel to B^y-B.. and this 

fact may also be interpreted in terms of strong polarisation of the 

intervening oxygen, 0^- Figs. 17-19 include aLso the orientations

of the VE's at the boron sites in colema^e at -40° C.

V. 3 . let ut oww (iicuust het eesulss obtaiedd at C . Pi.ezoo-

electric, pyoeeectric and ferroelectric studies of colensnUte suggest 

that the crystal undergoes a transition at about -2° C. below which 

it is ferroelectric. An X-ray investigation of colmainte Un the 

temppeature range 155° C. to -195° C. by dhrst (53) revealdd no 

evidence for such a transition.

We have ^udiod OT^ra-aiite at -40° C., to rlsUOti of study

are described in Chhpper IV. The doubling o^ the resonance lines in 

the ^atrirn at -40° C., as commas w-th the room to^at^ 

has been iieeIpIlild as resulting from the of a ^nt™ of symmery

at »40° C. I'hus, on the basis of our alone we can say that

cWOent^ute at -4°° *• possissis liihlr to point group 2 or the poini 

group rn. Sunce oolite at -40° C. is als° flrroellctric °a.h the 
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ferroelectric direction (i.e., the direction of spontaneous plarisa- 

tion) coinciding with ite cry^taU^graphic b-axis, the o^y acceptable 

point group ii 2. Thhrefore, the alternative point group m has to be 

rejected.

The rei^u^1ts obtained at -40° C. inply a redistritetira of 

charges which is moot certainly accompanied by displacements of the 

atoms from their centrosymetric positions. At present, it is im

possible to say conclusively Whch atoms have undergone displacements. 

The possibility of ail atoms undergoing displacement in the ferro

electric phase cannot be comppetely ruled out but it is very unlikely 

that calcium and oxygens are displaced since displacement of these heavy 

atoms would be revealed by X-rays on account of their high X-ray 

scattering cross-section as compared with that of other connsituents. 

It appears then, that hydrogen and boron atoms are the coneSituents 

most likely to have undergone displacement.

It is with this advance knowledge that results can be inter

preted to a limited extent in terms of atomic movemeats. For the 

purpose of discussion, let us first consider the BO3 triragle. Table
*

XXV shows that the quadrupole coupling constant for the sites M,2 

has a sma l er value whereas that for the sites has a iar'ger value

th^ tte q^ch^ole coupping constant for the sites M. This cn be

t^ra t° imply tha the boron nuclei at the sitM My have moved

farther from and the boron nuclei at the sites have moved dorar

to the cratre of the O3 triangle, whra cornered to the terra rtM
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rt r°°m TUe values of the ^yw^ry ^^ete™

for the M sites Ustrf in Table XXV su^ort th^ ^as. A as 

torra sites K and 1 are cpncernedn the qua(irsiolr coupl^ 

e<t -40 C. ^lit, ro1itive to room temp!ra'ture vahe^ tote ot0

having a larger value rni the other having a small or value. Th.s

fact can bo ln'torirttti simlerly as in the case of M sites. On onr 

hind the boron nucleus et the sito possessing thr 1 rrger quadrupole 

coupling constant has moved further away from the centre of the 

tetrahedron and on the other hand, the boron nucleus at the site pos

sessing a smiler quadrupole coupling constant has moved closer to 

the centre of the tetrahedron thin their corresponding sites at room 

tempiratu^t. if this hypothesis is true then it impHts that the boron- 

oxygon mits form electric dipoles in the phase with the point group 2, 

rni that the resultant of these individual dipoles mist bo pr*<r.ltl  to 

the moonpC1nic axis.

A-though wo feel that our results indicate that the boron atoms 

have undergone displacements with respect to the oxygon atoms, ono can

not rule out the p^E^sSi^bi^:it^y that the effects at the boron sites are 

simply duo to the now orientations of the hydrogen atoms, 0 Oouwoer,
A-

the contributions of H atoms to the dE's it boron sites rre likely to 

br smni because thr oxygon nenr^t-ne^hl^^ p^vM0 a to the

influence of the neprt-norrest-neighbours rnd because hydrogen atoms are 

both sml-l and fir removed from these sites. Although hydrogen atoms 

My n°t contribute ^preciiMy to tho resu1tan‘t iCiplt wrrent rer milt 

cell, they Lti11 play a very cmiprtatt ro1e in thr



Fig. 20. The Temperature Effect upon the Satellite Lines 01 Ing 
to the Sites K in Colemanite at Selected Temperatures (.for **y = 35 i •



Fig. 21. The Temppertiure Effect upon the Sateeiite Linet, Bslonging to 
the B , Sitea L in Oolemmal-te at Selected TeImPerniUics (for e„ - 149°)



Fig. 22. The Teipprature Effect upon the Satellite Lines Belonging to
the bH Sites M in (Solemnite at Selected Temperatures (for By a 149*.
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tn colemenitti They i^y ^iggor to fhrrotltctric transition in a way 

simlar to W0!' ^ticm in ^he K^IpPOp t^ype of ferrule ctrto.

V. 4. We ^hLl n°w discuss to p^st toansi.ticns in colemante. Tht

resuLts of the investigation of the selected set of B-l n.m.r. lints 

over a remporatsrh range were described in Chhpter IV and esmmeishd in 

Fig.15. The effects are mustae-ted in Figs. 20, 21 and 22, which show

the changes which occurred in representative resonance lints belonging 

to the K, L and 1 . sites, respectively, at selected rerJpleatures over 

tht range room remfplratsre to -16° C. As the templhaturh is lowered, 

the narrow signals are first broadened whioh implies a very amal 1 

splitting, then they art spUt by a meess•able amurt and, finally, 

rtey separate into two comprneets. It should bt noted in l8e’ticSler 

that the changes in the eimi■. spectrim occurring at the transition 

art not due to a gradual growth of the signals belonging to the ferro

electric phase at the expense of the signal belonging to the centro- 

eymlet^ic phase. This imppies that, provided the remlp}ratsre of the

single crystal is uniform, the two phases, tht ferroelectric and the 

centrosymietric, never coejx.st together. In other words, the transition

camMf. be of the order-disorder or meteneetic type. The fact that the 

separation of the signals is at first infinitesimal indicates that, as 

far as the positions of the atoms are concerned, the two phases differ 

only by infinitesimal amount when they are at exactly the transition 

to^OTatro* 0. Als^ the fact that to ehparetion o^ to is n°t

r^i-d but is bro^ht about gradually o?h a finith te^ratirn0 'W

i
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that the is of the thermodynaMc ^^d-otoer type.

^oide^my, lt was rationed .n Action IV.4 ttot the htrn- 

sliiIS of the Hnea bel°nging to sRes M* and y were co^toto^Zly 

waller a .d breader than to^ belongtog to the sOtos * and M^. 

Since toto lfflct, was observed ^y at tenpplatorls lt^er thm -20° CM 

its possibte ejqe«aation may involve the second transition which was 

discussed in this work, but it is not certain in what way.

The point group of colen^etite in the newly discovered phase 

cannot be other than the triclinic poin’t group 1. Now. wih.le this

point group admts ferroelectricity, no known crystal possessing this 

point group has ever been observed to be ferroelectric. Taking into

connideratUon the fact that colmtOtr has been observed to be ferro

electric right down to -195° C. by both Chjpnowwth (’57) and Goodssdth (’56), 

hence it mist be ferroelectric in this newly discovered phase since 

the transition tomppeature occurs between -38° C. and -80° C. Thus,

it appears that collmenitl is the only known example of a ferroelectric 

crystal with point group 1. This phase is also itilrliiitg because 

the flrroellctric axis is not confined by symamtry to any particular 

crystal direction.

Since it does not seem to have been pointed out in the Ol.tert- 

ture, it may be worth mttlonlng that colemite is likely to be anti-frrro- 

otmteic at rooa t emnplnt-elu•e. Glide eauees and Iwo-IoW screw axes,

the symmtry elements of colemanite at room tomppeatim, p<erit the 

^toto^ of individual ^ole mom^to W-toto the unit cell although, 

of course, their resultant. per rnit cell vanish for the point goupp
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Aso, calculations based on the atomic coordinates show that all 

the borons are off-centre ln their respective 0_ triemgles and 0 tetra- 

hed*a but the displacements involved are so smil that they may not be 

slgnlficMit. Ito addition, the variations of the AV values ploteed in

Fig.16 f°r the t^p^ature range 52° C. to Curie t^int and tho room 

temprature results support this idea that the boron atoms are dis

placed from the centre of gravity of their oxygen nearest-neighbour s.

An enuEmration of the resHts described in this thesis may now 

be approopiatet

1) The point group of colemanite at room temperature has been 

found to be 2/m.

2) The point group of colemmiite at -4°° C. has b^n found 

to be 2.
3) The electric field gradient tensors at ad B11 sHes in 

colemsuint^e at room temperature and at -40° C. have been completely 

determined.

4) The results have been psa*tially interpreted in terms of 

the crystal structure.

5) The ferroelectric transition has been studied thoroughly 

with the following results:

(i) The Curie point depends upon the history of the 

exr^tu. It probably lies close to 0° C. in a colemanlte crystal 

free of strains.
(ii) The transition is not of the order-disorder, or 

parteoritic, type.



Fig. 23. Typical Satellite Lines Belonging to the Sites M in 
Colemanite in the Three Phases (for 0_ s 149°).*
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(i.:L:.) Tho trensi.tipn .s second-order.

6) A now phiso in colewirite has boon discovered. Tho tran

sition into this phisr is chEa,acteristi by a large thermal hysteresis 

loop ox-ending brtwoon thr tempuptlures about -35° C. to about

-80° G.

Thus, foil owing ire the known phases in colemnite stable in 

the decreasing tomppraturr scalrj

wonclinic montolinic trldtriic

point group 2/m potit gooi 2 point group 1

Fig.23 portrays ’t^icil satellHe signnls brlpngi.ng to B11 M skes et 

0 - 1)9° in those three phases.
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